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ABSTRACT 

12 males and 12 females aged 65-94 years (mean age 

= 70.7 years) were asked in what ways they had 

become wiser since early adulthood. Themes 

identified were itemized in a questionnaire which 

was completed twice by 15 females and 15 males of 

65-90 years (mean age = 73.53 years), being answered 

the second time as they would have at about twenty 

years of age. From the results items were selected 

for a "Wisdom" Scale which was 'given to 42 young 

subjects (18-25 years, mean age = 20 years), 53 

middle-aged (40-55 years, mean age = 46.51 years) 

and 48 elderly subjects (65-88 years, mean age = 

73.08 years). While the analyses on the "Wisdom" 

scale indicated no significant sex or social class 

effects there was a predicted age effect, with the 

elderly scoring about 9% higher than young, and 

middle-aged scoring. intermediately. The Wisdom 

scale also correlated with the Boylin, Gordon and 

Nehrke (1976) Ego-Integrity scale at approximately 

0.60 overall and 0.66 for the elderly. Test-retest 

reliability for the "Wisdom" scale devised was found 

to be 0.911. The results are interpreted as 

indicating that certain aspects of acquired wisdom 

as perceived by the presently elderly had been 

identified, but cultural and chronological 

generality cannot be presumed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Intellectual Decline with Age 

Decline, Degeneration, Deterioration, 	Decay, 

Decrement and Dropoff are all quite frequently 

encountered terms in literature on intelligence in 

the aged. The terms are applied particularly to 

memory and "speeded" tasks, while the verbal aspects 

of intelligence (such as vocabulary and general 

knowledge) exhibit a less severe retrogression. 

Labouvie-Vief, Hoyer, Baltes and Baltes (1974) 

present several interesting findings and views in 

relation to the observed decline. These authors 

note that longitudinal studies demonstrate markedly 

less deterioration than the frequent cross-sectional 

studies, such that the characteristic performance 

level is maintained through most of adult life. 

Plotting intelligence test data backward from 

death, dramatic changes are typically observed only 

in the years immediately preceding death. While 

this phenomenon is clearly associated with advancing 

age through the effect of averaging, Labouvie-Vief, 

Hoyer, Baltes and Baltes note that it does not 

represent genuine ontogenetic change. 

The 	biological 	aging perspective has been 

associated with belief in intellectual decrements 

being unmodifiable. However, training on speeded 

tasks and self-instructional training have produced 

significant performance increases for the elderly. 

Labouvie-Vief, Hoyer, Baltes and Baltes note 



that whereas the young have school and jobs, the 

elderly experience a lack of situations in which 

cognitive performance is indicated. Aging is often 

accompanied by complete withdrawal of reinforcers. 

Striving for intellectual competence may be seen as 

inappropriate and followed by negative 

reinforcement. 

"Intellectual ontogeny in old age may 
reflect social 	stereotyping and neglect 
which provide a setting in which 
intellectual deficit and apathy are, in 
large part, a self-fulfilling prophecy". 

(p. 268) 

McClelland (1973) has advocated a broadening of 

the concept of intelligence. He writes that scores 

on tests should change as people grow in experience, 

wisdom and ability to perform effectively on various 

tasks that life presents. McClelland considers that 

certain characteristics which have traditionally 

been regarded as personality variables, rather than 

purely cognitive skills should be included in a test 

of "competencies". One may wonder, then, whether 

there are some gains in old age which intelligence 

tests fail to measure. Jung (1933) wrote 

"The afternoon of human life must also 
have a significance of its own and cannot 
be merely a pitiful appendage of life's 
morning" (p. 125-126) 

The present 	study aims to explore wisdom 

particularly as viewed by the aged. 	In accordance 

with McClelland's emphasis on personality variables, 

consideration of various findings on, and theories 

of, adult personality development may be relevant in 
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a search for wisdom. 

Erikson's Adult Stages  

According to Carlson (1984), the recognition 

that one's life is nearing completion challenges the 

individual to find meaning and value in having lived 

his or her life. Erikson (1950) has described the 

task of old age as the achievement of ego integrity 

rather than succumbing to despair in the knowledge 

that one's life is near its conclusion. Ego 

integrity involves a profound sense of order, the 

acceptance of one's life as something inevitable, 

and a sense of satisfaction with a life well lived. 

There is a maturity of spirit which is similar in 

old people of any culture. There is wisdom - a kind 

of detached knowledge of and concern for life. 

Erikson (1959) described seven challenges of 

life occurring at respective periods of life. It is 

useful to consider the adolescent challenge before 

the three adult stages. 

The challenge of adolescence is of "Identity" 

versus "Identity Diffusion". The sense of ego 

identity 

"is the accrued confidence that one's 
ability to maintain inner sameness and 
continuity (one's ego in the psychological 
sense) is matched by the sameness and 
continuity of one's meaning for others" 
(p. 74) 

Real strength of ego identity is gained only from 

consistent 	recognition of achievement that has 

meaning in one's own culture. 	The danger of 
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adolescence is "Ego Diffusion" in which one feels 

unable to "take hold" of life. 

The first challenge of adulthood is that of 

Intimacy and Distantiation versus Self-Absorption. 

Only after a reasonable sense of identity has been 

established can real intimacy occur. 

	

"The 	youth who is not sure of his 
identity shies away from interpersonal 
intimacy; but the surer he becomes of 
himself, the more he seeks it in the form 
of friendship, combat, leadership, love, 
and inspiration" (p. 101) 

	

Distantiation refers to the willingness 	to 

repudiate, isolate and, if necessary, destroy those 

forces and people whose essence seems dangerous to 

one's own. Distantiation is utilized and exploited 

in politics and war. 

The second challenge of adulthood is that of 

Generativity versus Stagnation. 

"Sexual mates who find, or are on the way 
to finding, true genitality in their 
relations will soon wish ... to combine 
their personalities and energies in the 
production and care of common offspring" 
(p. 103) 

Generativity 	is 	primarily 	the 	interest 	in 

establishing and guiding the next generation. 	Some 

may apply this drive to other forms of altruistic 

concern and creativity than offspring. 	If there is 

failure in this stage of the personality growth, 

regression from generativity to an "obsessive need 

for pseudo intimacy" occurs, often with a pervading 

sense 	of 	stagnation 	and 	interpersonal 
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impoverishment. 

"Individuals 	who 	do 	not 	develop 
generativity often begin to indulge 
themselves as if they were their own one 
and only child" (p. 103) 

In the final stage of life, one faces the 

challenge of Integrity versus Despair and Disgust. 

"Only he who in some way has taken care of 
things and people and has adapted himself 
to the triumphs and disappointments of 
being, by necessity, the originator of 
others and the generator of things and 
ideas - only he may gradually grow the 
fruit of the seven stages". (p. 104) 

Integrity includes acceptance of one's own and only 

life cycle and of people significant to it as 

something that had to be and that necessarily 

permitted no substitutions. Integrity therefore 

entails a new different love of one's parents, (free 

of the wish that they should have been different) 

and an acceptance that one's life is one's own 

responsibility. Integrity includes an awareness of 

the relativity of all the various life styles that 

have given meaning to human striving, co-existing 

with a readiness to defend the dignity of one's own 

life style. 

"It is a sense of comradeship with men and 
women of distant times and of different 
pursuits who have created orders 	and 
objects 	and 	sayings 	conveying human 
dignity and love." (p. 104) 

The lack of such accrued ego integration is 

signified by despair and an often unconscious fear 
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of death because the one and only life cycle is not 

accepted as the ultimate of life. Erikson uses the 

term "despair" for the sensation that time is too 

short for the attempt to start another life. Such 

despair is often concealed behind disgust, 

misanthropy or a chronic contemptuous displeasure 

with particular institutions and particular people. 

Unless such disgust and displeasure are allied with 

constructive ideas and a life of co-operation, they 

merely signify a contempt of oneself. 

Erikson (1968) writes that in a meaningful old 

age strength takes the form of 

"that detached yet active concern with 
life bounded by death which we call wisdom 
in its many connotations from ripened 
'wits' to accumulated knowledge, mature 
judgement and inclusive understanding. 
Not that each man can evolve wisdom for 
himself. For most, a living tradition 
provides the essence of it". 	(p. 140) 

According to Clayton (1975) Erikson's theory is 

based on the epigenetic principle according to which 

every organism has a basic plan from which begins 

the development of parts. Each part has its time of 

particular ascendancy, and ultimately will emerge to 

form a functioning whole. Although a particular 

issue constitutes the central conflict at each 

developmental stage, the same issue is also present 

in earlier and later stages. 	Erikson refers to the 

challenge of each stage as the "crisis". 	It is a 

crisis in the sense of a turning point and is a 

crucial 	period 	of increased vulnerability and 
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heightened potential. 

Clayton (1975) suggests that most people never 

progress through all of Erikson's life cycle stages 

to reach the last crisis. 

"They become fixated at earlier stages of 
development and therefore never resolve 
earlier crises which would make possible 
the emergence of the highest of all human 
virtues, wisdom" (p. 123) 

According to the epigenetic principle, unless the 

adolescent crisis of identity, for example, is 

resolved, attainment of later stages and their 

accompanying virtues is not possible. Because the 

adolescent years are likely to be the most 

tumultuous of the life span, Clayton considers it to 

be at this stage that many people enter a prolonged 

moratorium. They remain dominated by such 

adolescent 	conflicts 	as 	bisexual 	confusion, 

authority confusion and confusion of values. 	They 

may die in frustration and despair. 

Clayton (1975) makes a point which seems highly 

pertinent for a study of wisdom in a technological, 

quickly-changing society. According to Clayton, 

tradition is the one meaningful channel which might 

allow for the emergence of wisdom and instil a 

sense of continuity to the aging individual. 

"What are the implications for Erikson's 
theory of human development if the 
upcoming generation cannot accept or is 
not given the matured judgement of its 
senior members? If our society's senior 
members cannot accept the relativity of 
their lives and accept the upcoming 
generation?" (p. 122) 
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Because of the bipolar nature of the crisis of 

each stage, complete resolution of a crisis seems 

unrealistic to Clayton. If an individual reaches 

the last stage of development, it could mean that he 

has successfully compromised his way through earlier 

life crises, never really resolving any of them 

completely. 

"Could this ability to compromise be one 
of the ego strengths or virtues essential 
for man to experience integrity in his old 
age?" (p. 128) 

Chinen's Modal Thought Approach  

Chinen (1984) has used logical-philosophical 

classification of thinking modes to describe and 

analyze late life potentials akin to wisdom. He 

notes that studies have typically described what 

frequently happens rather than what optimally can 

occur. 

In Chinen's analysis, according to the logic of 

modalities, childhood is dominated by the mode of 

"Necessity" in which a symbol, such as a name or an 

image merges with its referent. 	Older children 

operate largely in the "Possibility" mode. 	"Dramas 

are enacted regardless of reality and questions of 

practicality are suspended" (p. 45). The "sweeping" 

statements of teenagers offer examples of the 

"Universality" mode in which a factual claim is made 

and generalized to cases which cannot be enumerated 

or specified. Chinen hypothesizes that young 

adulthood is governed by the "Existential" mode, the 
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prototype 	of which is "the one and only one 

such-and-such exists". 	This mode is apparent in 

young adulthood as goals and ideals are consciously 

and deliberately related to a specific future 

situation. 

During the second half of life, Chinen proposes 

a return to prior modes of experience. He further 

proposes that 

"under optimal conditions, older persons 
become 	explicitly 	aware 	of 	these 
modalities of experience and this 
awareness distinguishes the 'wise' elder 
from the 'regressed' one. In returning to 
earlier modes the wise elder brings 
heightened consciousness to experience. 
The regressed elder simply repeats the 
earlier modes enacting them with no deeper 
understanding". (p. 46) 

Chinen distinguishes between "object awareness" 

our usual attention to objects, and "modal 

attention" an appreciation for the mode of 

attention. 

In middle-age, many are said to return to the 

possibility mode as they embark on new endeavours. 

If one approaches the experience with object 

awareness, one may indulge in the new activity to 

excess, but if one has modal awareness, one focuses 

on how the pleasure is experienced and the sense of 

freedom and immediacy that accompanies suspension of 

reality. Chinen relates this distinction to the 

traditional Hindu notion of mid-life experience in 

which while fasting, meditating and practising yoga, 

emancipation from the world should occur. The 
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person can recognize that all experience is "maya" 

(illusion) and enjoy experience for its own sake. 

When the mode of universality returns later in 

the mid-life, a sense of profound depth, intensity 

and meaning associated with some personal experience 

may lead the person to regard the particular 

personal content of the experience as a divine 

revelation which everybody should accept. An 

unfortunate result is dogmatism. However, if the 

experience is approached in modal awareness, the 

"archetypal" experience described by Jung (1933) 

occurs. According to Jung, the archetypal, 

universal quality derives from an attitude towards 

experience. The sense of transcendence is 

appreciated as something distinct from the personal 

content. 

In late life there is a return to necessity. 

The elder realizes that what he or she is is what he 

or she has done. Personal identity is equated with 

individual personal history. If this realization is 

contemplated with modal awareness, ego integrity 

(Erikson 1950) will occur with the recognition that 

the sense of immediacy, completeness and 

absoluteness arises not from what was done in life, 

but rather how that life is now viewed. However if 

personal identity is equated with personal history 

in an attitude of object awareness, subjective 

experiences are assumed to be absolute truth and 

"ego-integrity 	degenerates 	into 
ego-centricity recapitulating the child's 
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narrow perspective" (p. 52) 

Jung (1930) described "numinous" experiences, of 

depth, awe and fascination, and often of a religious 

nature. Again Chinen writes that object awareness 

would 	lead 	to 	infantile 	grandiosity 	and 

ego-centricity. Jung noted that the numinous 

quality can apply to any content of experiences. An 

explicit awareness of this modal nature of numinous 

experience 

"permits an individual to enjoy the sense 
of absoluteness without making 
objectionable claims to absolute truth". 
(p. 52) 

Chinen writes 

"if the task of youth is to master the 
objects of the world and the contents of 
experience, it is the task of maturity to 
master the modes of experience, a much 
subtler challenge". (p. 54) 

One major advantage of Chinen's analysis of 

adult development is its broad applicability across 

individuals, cohorts and cultures. Clayton and 

Birren (1980) suggest that the concept of wisdom 

should be examined in other cultures to identify the 

aspects of wisdom that 

"are universal and transcend the standards 
and values of a particular society." 
(p. 127) 

Gould's Cross-Sectional Study 

Gould (1972) studied psychiatric patients and 
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others between the ages of 16 and 60. 	Dominant 

themes were identified from interviews and these 

were transformed into questions to be answered in a 

questionnaire. 

The 16-18 year olds see the future as vague. 

The 18-22 year olds are not quite adult yet They 

see the real living at "just around the corner". 

Autonomy is established but in jeopardy. They 

perceive a vague feeling that they must exert some 

self-control lest anger, fear or depression escape. 

The 22-28 year olds seem to express the feeling 

that the present is the time for living as well as 

for growing and building for the future. They feel 

established and autonomous. 

The 29-34 year olds appear weary of devoting 

themselves to being what they should be. 	They want 

to be 	accepted by the spouse for what they are. 

They no longer need to prove themselves to their 

parents. Conscious attempts to let their children 

grow freely are accompanied by confusing temporary 

identifications with their children. 

The 35-43 year olds have become aware of a "time 

squeeze". They ask such questions as "Have I done 

the right thing?" and "Is there time to change?" 

The past, present and future tend to assume equal 

importance. Work is often seen as the one last 

chance to "make it big". 

The 43-50 age group present a "die is cast" 

feeling. 	They believe their personalities are 
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fairly much set, and are vocally critical of their 

parents, blaming them for life's problems. They are 

eager to have social activities and friends. 

In the 50's there is a "mellowing and warming 

up". 	Parents are no longer seen as the cause of 

their problems. 	Offspring's lives are seen as 

potential sources of warm comfort. They become less 

concerned with children's achievements and more 

concerned with their children's personal happiness. 

They look within themselves with a more 

self-accepting attitude of continued learning from a 

, position of general stability. 	The spouse is now 

seen as a valuable source of companionship. 	There 

is little concern for the past or future. 	There is 

renewed questioning about the meaningfulness of 

life, and a review of one's own work contributions 

to the world. There is a "hunger" for personal 

relationships. 

Many of the graph curves for the questionnaire 

findings indicate clear periods of change. 

personality is pretty well set" rises dramatically 

between 41 and 43. 	"I wish my wife would accept me 

for what I am" showed a distinct rise at 28 and fall 

at 32. 	"There's still plenty of time to do most of 

the things I want to do" indicated a clear fall in 

rate of agreement between 35 and 40 years of age. 

"Life doesn't change much from year to year" rose to 

a new level during the same period. 	"I don't make 

enough money to do what I want" rose from early 
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30's, peaked in mid-to-late 30's, and fell to a new 

low in early 40's. "My greatest concern is my 

health" showed a sharp rise to a new level in the 

mid 30's. "I have a very active social life" 

dropped during the 30's, but rose to a new peak 

during the 40's. "I would feel lost without my 

friends" rose to a new level between 45 and 50. 

Moral Thinking  

According to Kohlberg (1973) despair is related 

to awareness of death, and the finish of one's life 

being viewed from an infinite perspective. This is 

resolved when the self is united with the infinite 

whole a shift from figure to ground. Kohlberg 

emphasizes the role of moral development in 

adulthood, describing it as a focal point of adult 

development in a way that cognitive development 

isn't. 

Kohlberg writes that at least for some, maturity 

and old age may be a period of advance to new forms 

and levels of ethical and moral thought, with new 

levels of "metaphilosophical" reflectiveness being 

attained by the elderly. Kohlberg and Power (1981) 

and Kohlberg and Shulik (1983) have described a 

philosophically-based Stage 7 of the Kohlberg moral 

reasoning sequence. Locke (1983) has suggested that 

stage of moral reasoning may affect the extent to 

which individuals are likely to act  on their moral 

judgement. "Personal consistency" or the tendency 
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to act on one's moral beliefs may itself 	be 

developmental. 

Bielby 	and 	Papalia 	(1975) 	conducted 

cross-sectional research suggestive of a curvilinear 

relationship between moral developmental level and 

age such that people over 50 years of age exhibited 

lower stage levels of moral judgement than those in 

the age range 30-49. 

Murphy 	and 	Gilligan 	(1980) found that a 

significant percentage of subjects appear to regress 

(using Kohlberg's stage tasks) from adolescence to 

adulthood. Murphy and Gilligan cite evidence to 

indicate that such "regressors" are actually 

progressors when evaluated against a standard of 

commitment in relativism instead of absolute 

principles of justice. The progression appears to 

be related to actual experiences of moral conflict 

and choice which lead to a restructuring of moral 

judgement to a more dialectical mode. Murphy and 

Gilligan concluded that Kohlberg's stages cannot 

reliably code many higher stage subjects because 

"contextual relativizing" is mistaken for moral 

regression. 

Pratt, Golding and Hunter (1983) found few 

differences in average stage level or orientation 

among three age groups (18-24, 30-50, 60-75). 

However, consistency of moral stage and of moral 

orientation increased markedly with age. The 

authors considered it reasonable to interpret this 
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increasing consistency as support for increasing 

philosophical reflectiveness in the moral judgement 

of mature adults as described by Kohlberg (1973). 

Disengagement and Conformity 

According to Kimmel (1974), late adulthood is 

characterized by a centripetal tendency such that 

the social situation becomes less salient. The 

focus of self-actualization turns inward with the 

realization of the time limit. In contrast, young 

adults are under the influence of a centrifugal 

tendency, propelling them to the external world. 

They strive for power and achievement. Consistent 

with such 	an 	assertion 	is 	Birren's 	(1969) 

observation of more concern for smooth 

system-running rather than personal acclaim in older 

subjects than in young subjects. 

Neugarten (1966) considers that the "time left" 

rather than "time lived" re-orientation (age being 

measured as distance from death rather than from 

birth) occurs in middle-age. 	This concurs with the 

findings of Gould (1972). 	Neugarten also writes of 

the older person experiencing a movement from outer 

world to inner-world orientation. This re-direction 

is said to apparently begin in middle-age with its 

introspection which Neugarten considers to be 

probably a forerunner of reminiscence. 

Along with the increased interiority of age, 

Neugarten 	(1973) 	describes 	a 	psychological 
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withdrawal which precedes the social losses of 

aging:- a disengagement from the social world. 

"Older people seemed to move toward more 
eccentric, self-preoccupied positions and 
to attend increasingly to the control and 
satisfaction of personal needs". (p. 320) 

Schaie and Parham (1974) examined subjects aged 

21-84 years on response to a social responsibility 

scale over two 7 year periods. While they reported 

an overall drop in social responsibility, there were 

specific patterns depending upon gender and cohort. 

Females endorsed socially responsible behaviour more 

often than males in every age group. For the oldest 

group, males decreased sharply in reported social 

responsibility while females increased. While the 

decline in social responsibility is consistent with 

disengagement 	theory, Schaie and Parham (1976) 

reported another observation which 	is quite 

inconsistent:- increase in humanitarian concern. 

Schaie and Parham (1976) reported on the results of 

a sequential study of 19 personality and attitude 

factors over a 7 year period involving participants 

aged from 22-84 years. In the analysis of their 

results, 	Schaie 	and 	Parham 	attempted 	to 

differentiate 	between age, cohort and "time-of 

measurement" effects. 	Of the 19 factors the only 

two which were considered to change as a result of 

age only were excitability and humanitarian concern 

which increased with age. While flexibility was 

lower in older age-groups, this was due to cohort 
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and time-of-measurement differences. 

In Neugarten's study, 60 year-olds viewed the 

world as complex and dangerous, and regarded the 

appropriate behaviour as conforming and 

accommodating to outer world demands, whereas 40 

year-olds 	considered the environment to reward 

boldness and risk-taking. 	It is noteworthy that 

while Neugarten considered the elderly to have an 

"inner-world" orientation, she found them to be more 

accommodating to "outer-world" demands. 

A quite different view is presented by Rohlen 

(1978). According to Rohlen's account of adulthood 

in Japan, the final stage of life ideally brings a 

transcendence of social forms and cultural 

formulations, as the individual becomes more 

responsive to intrinsic reality. Rohlen writes that 

according to Zen Priests there comes the spontaneity 

and directness of childhood. 

"The image of an ancient, gnarled tree, 
open and revealed to the elements - past 
the deceptions of luxuriant growth - 
epitomizes the promise of tranquility and 
unity with life" (p. 138) 

Pure and Practical Logic  

Erikson (1978) writes that logic (which peaks in 

adolescence) is merely a necessary condition for 

adult life and that it requires to be subordinated 

to social system maintenance. 

Similarly 	Labouvie-Vief (1982) cites Piaget 

(1967) as describing formal logic as merely an 

	

adaptive 	potential 	which must adjust 	its 
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hypothetical character to the pragmatic constraints 

set by reality. Labouvie-Vief (1982) proposes a 

"trade-off" model of development such that each 

developmental stage involves improvement of some 

abilities, but deterioration of others. 

Labouvie-Vief (1980) notes that in studies of 

"great people", mathematicians peak first because 

mathematics requires "pure logic with no content". 

Labouvie-Vief and Lawrence (1985) suggest that 

adolescent egocentrism is the result 

"not merely of a youthful lack of wisdom, 
but of a structural limitation which 
derives from the "splitting" of logical 
criteria of consistency and psychosocial 
ones" (p. 34) 

According to Labouvie-Vief and Lawrence, most of 

the significant structural changes in adulthood may 

be viewed as a progressive differentiation between 

systems (values, norms, paradigms etc) and self and 

their eventual reintegration within a generative, 

self-determined more rational structure. Hence 

issues of interpersonal mutuality and respect come 

to be important dimensions of adulthood structural 

change. 

Caution and Stability  

With pertinence 	to 	a 	study of wisdom, 

Labouvie-Vief (1980) notes the adaptive function of 

caution as compared to the curiosity of the young. 

Labouvie-Vief (1982) notes that ethologists have 

described how older members of primate species may 
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control potential danger situations and effectively 

cope with events that rarely occur. 

Labouvie-Vief (1980) explores 	the 	adaptive 

function of stability (often seen as rigidity), and 

proposes that with the commitment and responsibility 

of childraising "the endless generation of 'ifs' and 

'whens' no longer may be adaptive" (p. 153) 

Linguistic Features  

In addition to increased "interiority" among the 

elderly, Neugarten (1973) reported 

"a constriction 	in 	the . ability 	to 
integrate wide ranges of stimuli and in 
the willingness,  to deal with complicated 
and challenging .Situations ... Older men 
and women in verbalizing opinions in 
dogmatic- ter-Ms, in failing to clarify 
past-present . or . cause-effect 
relationships, and in using idiosyncratic 
and eccentric methods of communication 
gave evidence of lessened sensitivity to - 
the reactions of  and a lessened 
sense - 	of 	relatedness 	to 	others": 
(p. 	320) 

Others have also described differences in the 

conversational ' characteristics of the - . elderly. 

- Boden and Bielby (1983) analyzed heterosexual dyads 

of young and elderly, and found the structure• to.be  

similar; but .perhaps "smoother" in the elderly. 

They dIso. observed thatthe content indicates a much . 

greater use of the past among .the elderly, and 

- suggest that this achieves for them a shared sense 

• of meaning, as well as establishing their identity. 

.Jaguish and Ripple  (1981) . studied' cognitive 

- creative abilities throughoutthe adult' life 'span, 

and found fluency, flexibility and originality to be 
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lower for the elderly. It will be recalled however, 

that Schaie and Parham (1976) found lower 

flexibility in the aged to be attributable to cohort 

and time of measurement effects. Boswell (1979) 

examined the explanations of metaphors and found 

70-year-olds to be more "synthesizing and poetic" 

than 18-year-olds. Boswell noted that this finding 

demonstrated important qualitative changes in 

metaphoric facility which appeared to have little 

direct relationship to analogical ability or the 

"correctness" of explanations. 

	

In an article called "Why Are 	There 	Old 

People?", Mergler and Goldstein (1983) have examined 

the particular contribution elderly may make to 

society. They cite Goody (1976) as suggesting that 

the role of the elder has traditionally included 

oral transmission of information - tradition, lore, 

social life and stories. Faust, Mergler and 

Goldstein (1980) predicted that storytelling would 

be the forte of the elderly. They compared the 

amount young listeners recalled of narrative and 

descriptive prose passages read by young, 

middle-aged and elderly. As predicted, more 

narrative prose material was accurately recalled if 

the older voices had related it. It is uncertain 

whether there is an innate or a learned tendency to 

listen better to elderly when telling stories. 

Mergler and Goldstein (1983) hypothesize that 

old people relating information about events before 
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the life of the listener or relating culturally 

relevant moral information would be more likely to 

receive a hearing and be remembered than when they 

discuss descriptive materials or when young speakers 

seek to narrate old stories or teach moral law. 

Emotional Coping Strategies  

Birren 	and Renner (1977) suggest that the 

probability of the survival of a tribe may be 

greater if its elders demonstrated the quality of 

wisdom. According to Birren (1980) mastery of 

emotions might be an aspect of wisdom, as it 

contributes to the survival advantage. 

McRae (1982) studied healthy community dwellers 

up to ninety years of age, and found that while 

differences in coping were generally attributable to 

differences in the type of stress encountered, 

middle-aged and old-aged were less inclined than 

young to use hostile reactions and escapist 

fantasies. 

In contrast to the findings of McRae (1982) are 

the findings of Neugarten. In the University of 

-- - Chicago 	study 	(Neugarten 	1973), 	adaptive 

goal-directed "socioadaptational" aspects of 

personality didn't change between forty and ninety. 

The content of personality (eg personality styles 

and traits) remained constant. However, processes 

of personality changed so that there was a decrease 

in "ego energy" and a change in ego style from 
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active to passive and magical mastery. 	Neugarten 

(1973) describes a "magical mastery" style in people 

over 65 years of age, such that "primitive defensive 

operations, projection and denial seemed to 

substitute for realistic activity" (p. 321). Those 

around 60 used a passive mastery or "passive 

receptive" approach. An active mastery or 

"instrumental-productive" style was used by 40 to 55 

year olds. 

Block (1971) in a longitudinal study 	from 

adolescence to middle-age observed that behaviour 

reflecting reaction formation and fantasy decreased, 

while those reflecting altruism and suppression 

became more frequent. 	Compared to themselves at 

thirty, forty-five-year-olds were seen as 	more 

sympathetic, giving, productive and dependable. 

Similarly Vaillant (1976) reported that in the 

passage from adolescence to middle-age, 'mature' 

defenses were used with increasing frequency. 

Projection, hypochondriasis, masochism, fantasy and 

acting out decreased, while dissociation, 

suppression, repression, sublimation and altruism 

appeared to increase in middle-age. In the middle 

years there was an increasing career commitment and 

responsibility for others, as well as a progressive 

maturation of adaptive modes. According to Valliant 

(1977) 

"it is well known to criminologists that 
certain intractible criminals mysteriously 
reform between twenty-five and forty and 
their disposition to commit crimes of 
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violence 	disappears. 	After 	age 
twenty-five, murder declines 	steadily, 
while 	suicide 	and 	self-recrimination 
increase". 	(p. 332) 

Vaillant suggests that 	the maturation 	of 

defenses, like morality, is related to cognitive 

maturation and to the evolution of impulse control. 

He even considers the possibility of 

neurophysiological 	factors 	facilitating 	the 

evolution of defense mechanisms. Vaillant (1977) 

also observed an increasing "comfort" with people 

and a deepening appreciation of human relationships. 

An important characteristic change with the middle 

years which Vaillant noted was that "intention 

became deed". 	Vaillant referred to an individual 

case who may have sounded more idealistic 	at 

eighteen, but actually contributed more to the world 

in middle life. 

Androgyny  

Neugarten has described elderly men as more 

receptive than younger men to their affiliative 

nurturant impulses, and older women to their 

aggressive impulses. 

Sinnott (1977) suggested that androgyny in old 

age represents an aspect of superior psychological 

adjustment and positive adaptation to old age. 

Gutmann's (1977) cross-cultural synthesis 

substantiates the feminization of old men and the 

masculinizing of old women which Jung had described 
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in 1933. 

Values  

	

Regarding 	religious 	involvement, 	Vaillant 

described the modal pattern as relatively high in 

adolescence, declining between twenty and forty, and 

then gradually increasing again. 

Ryff and Baltes (1976) compared middle-aged and 

elderly women for Instrumentality (emphasis 	on 

ambition 	and 	capability) 	versus 	Terminality 

(emphasizing accomplishment, freedom, and 

happiness). As expected middle-aged women described 

themselves as being more instrumentally-oriented and 

old-aged women indicated that they had been more 

instrumentally-oriented in middle-age. 

In a later study, Ryff (1982) found that men 

became 	less 	instrumentally-oriented 	in 	both 

middle-age and old age. 	Middle-aged men described 

themselves 	as 	higher 	than 	elderly men 	on 

achievement, dominance and social recognition, 

anticipating that these would be lower in old age. 

Ryff concluded that men may shift to terminal values 

earlier than women, and also that men and women may 

differ in the dimension along which they perceive 

change. 

Shimonaka and Nakazato (1980) used a 20-item 

sentence completion procedure on old and young 

Japanese adults. Older Japanese were more positive 

about family, while younger Japanese were positive 
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about friends. 	All viewed aging as a negative 

process, although attitudes towards 	aged 	were 

relatively positive. 	As in Carp's (1967) American 

study, young adults obtained 	pleasure 	through 

personal or social achievements and creature 

comforts, while older adults found pleasure in 

association with family and in being healthy. Older 

people were more positive than young with respect to 

present and past self-images, but more negative with 

•respect to the future. 	Older were more likely to 

•view death positively. 	Shimonaka and Nakazato 

consider that the young- may have more negative 

self-images as a result of the close attention to 

themselves 	(as 	proposed 	by 	Erikson) leading 

attention to perceived deficiencies. In both 

Japanese and American samples, the young regarded 

things about.  themselves as sources of worry and 

frustration. . 

Wisdom in History and Other Cultures  

_Gutmann (1977) describes several, cultures in, 

which the aged -become less achievement-oriented, 

less active and more spiritual: Gutmann writes that 

some degree of prestige for the aged seems 

:practically universal, and that in. organized folk 

- .settings, the usefulness and prestige of the aged 

depends on their NoiiSdom,. experiences, acquired 

property .and their ritual powers. 

ClaytOn 	and 	Birren 	(1980) 	reviewed 	the 
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development of "wisdom" according to the ancient 

Greek, Eastern and biblical literature. They write 

that 

"mankind has, for ages, used the term 
'wisdom' to refer to a positive quality 
inherent in the mature person". (p. 105) 

While it required time to develop, it was not 

necessarily a product of chronological age alone. 

Wisdom appeared to involve a blend of cognitive, 

emotional and intuitive qualities. 

In the Western tradition, one could be formally 

educated or learn from one's parents. A third way 

for pursuing wisdom involved minimal efforts at 

learning and maximal adherence to faith. Wisdom of 

this sort came to man as a divine gift, rather than 

through his own efforts. 

The ancient Eastern tradition has viewed wisdom 

as involving reduced attachment to material wealth, 

fame and power, but higher evaluation of personal 

freedom, health and happiness. 

Clayton and Birren (1980) note that the wise 

individual, according to the Greek tradition, acted 

wisely. "Achieving wisdom, therefore, did not 

represent the mere accumulation of facts" (p. 189). 

This is clearly consistent with Vaillant's (1977) 

observation that intention became deed, and Locke's 

(1983) suggestion that the tendency to act on one's 

moral beliefs may itself be developmental. As 

Clayton 	and 	Birren write, 	a major task in 

operationalizing wisdom will 	be 	to 	identify 
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behavioural 	criteria 	that 	will 	successfully 

distinguish 	relatively 	"wise" 	from 	"unwise" 

individuals. 

Clayton and Birren performed multidimensional 

scaling techniques on the various descriptions of 

wisdom (as derived from a pilot study). All 

age-groups' responses indicated an emotional and 

intuitive component. To a greater extent than young 

people, older people considered understanding and 

empathy to be more similar than age and experience 

to wisdom. Clayton and Birren considered that this 

finding may reflect acceptance of the societal 

belief that they (old people) were not greatly 

endowed with positive intellectual traits. 

Emphases in the Present Study 

Many positive attributes that may emerge in 

later life and that may belong to "wisdom" have been 

considered. Positive emotional and personal 

qualities have featured as wisdom characteristics •in 

the ancient writings, Clayton and Birren's study, 

and in the writings of McClelland (1973). A 

-- broadening of the "intelligence" concept was also 

proposed by Schaie (1977). Clayton and Birren also 

suggest that the writings of Erikson and Kohlberg 

may offer something for the study of wisdom. 

Kohlberg (1973) writes that for gerontologists 

"there is the problem that the persons 
studied have reached a stage in life that 
the researcher has not likely reached, and 
have had experiences he can't draw upon. 
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Thus the danger of projection of one's 
assumptions upon one's subject population 
is probably even greater for 
gerontologists than for any other social 
scientists". (p. 501) 

In accordance with Kohlberg's caution, 	the 

initial 	portion of the present study employed 

open-ended questioning in an attempt to fully gain 

the meaning of wisdom from the perspective of the 

elderly, rather than rely too heavily upon 

theoretical or personal expectations. 

There are, however, some aspects of life that 

theory, research and ancient conceptions of wisdom 

indicate might be important for the development of 

wisdom. Hence in the initial portion of the study, 

while questioning was open-ended and subjects were 

encouraged to mention any aspects of wisdom gained, 

some theoretically and traditionally focal aspects 

were specified. 

The following hypotheses were made: 

(1) Family 	would 	become 	more 	important, 

[(Shimonaka and Nakazato (1980)] 

(2) Health would become more important [Clayton 

and Birren (1980), Shimonaka and 	Nakazato 

(1980), Carp (1967)] 

(3) religion would become more important [Gutmann 

(1977), Clayton and Birren (1980)] 

(4) Friends 	would 	become 	less 	important 

[Shimonaka and Nakazato (1980)] 

(5) Money would become less important [Gould 
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(1972), Clayton and Birren (1980)] 

(6) Achievement would become less important [Ryff 

and Baltes 	(1976), Ryff (1982), Carp (1967), 

Shimonaka 	and 	Nakazato 	(1980), 	Gutmann 

(1977), 	Clayton and Birren (1980), Kimmel 

(1974), Birren (1969)] 

(7) There would be 	an 	improved mastery 	of 

emotions [Birren (1980)] with better impulse 

control [Vaillant (1977)], and 	a 	reduced 

tendency towards hostility, 	[McRae (1982)1, 

and possibly an increase 	in 	suppression, 

[Block (1971), Vaillant (1976)1. Increased 

control of aggression may occur for men, 

whereas women may even express aggression 

more in later years. [Jung (1933), Neugarten 

(1973), Gutmann (1977), Sinnott (1977)] 

(8) Related 	to 	(7), 	there 	may be improved 

interpersonal problem solving strategies and 

qualities such as willingness to compromise 

[Clayton (1975)1, 	increased 	comfort 	with 

people 	and 	appreciation 	of 	human 

relationships 	Wailiant 	(1977)1 	increased 

interpersonal 	mutuality 	and 	respect 

[Labouvie-Vief 	and 	Lawrence 	(1985)] 

increased humanitarian concern [Erikson 

(1950), Schaie and Parham (1976)] acceptance 

of significant others and people of other 

times and pursuits [Erikson (1959)] reduced 

dogmatism [Chinen (1984)]. 
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(9) Non-interpersonal problems may also be more 

appropriately approached e.g. 	with caution 

[Labouvie-Vief 	(1980), 	(1982)], as a result 

of 	ripened 	wits, 	accumulated 	knowledge, 

mature 	judgement, 	inclusive 	understanding 

[Erikson (1959)], and experience, 	[Gutmann 

(1977)]. 

(10) Human nature would be better understood as a 

result of one's experiences with 	others, 

one's own developmental changes and 

Erikson's (1959) sense of comradeship with 

people of different times and different 

pursuits. 

(11) Self would be 	better 	accepted 	[Erikson 

(1950)] 	and understood, probably with an 

accopmanying increase in confidence. 

(12) Comformity pressures would decrease [Rohlen 

(1978)], 	although 	the 	literature 	is 

inconsistent on 	changes 	in 	conformity 

[Neugarten (1973)] 

(13) Death would be feared less [Shimonaka and 

Nakazato (1980)] 

(14) Behaviour may become more consistent with 

moral beliefs [Locke (1983)], and there may 

be a number of changes in the moral beliefs 

themselves. 

Because the elderly themselves are regarded as 

potential "experts" on wisdom, the theoretical 

writings and practical findings are used as a basic 
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guide only in the endeavour to establish elderly 

people's conception of their acquired wisdom. Hence 

while family, wealth, religion etc. were mentioned 

in the initial interviews as foci for open ended 

responses, providing the opportunity for the 

hypotheses to possibly emerge, it was not intended 

to necessarily test each of the fourteen hypotheees. 

The intention, therefore, was to determine aspects 

of perceived wisdom acquired since young adulthood 

which emerged spontaneously. 

Later segments of the study were directed 

towards determining (1) whether such identified 

changes were recalled by other elderly people, (2) 

whether similar differences are evident between 

contemporary young and elderly and (3) whether the 

identified aspects of wisdom are generally acquired 

by middle age, (4) whether "wisdom" as it emerged 

from the present study was related to other measures 

and conceptions of wisdom. 

Attempts were made to balance the age groups 

according to socioeconomic class as well as gender. 

To determine socioeconomic class, a hierarchical 

occupational classification developed by Broom and 

Jones (1969) was used. Broom and Jones reported 

data on the percentages in the various occupational 

,categories in Australia. In the present study, the 

Broom and Jones classification system provided a 

guide in the drawing of a sample that was 

approximately representative of 	the Australian 
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population. 

To compare "wisdom" as it emerged from the 

present study with other conceptions of wisdom, the 

Boylin, Gordon and Nehrke (1976) ego integrity scale 

was helpful. The Boylin, Gordon and Nehrke ego 

integrity scale was devised to distinguish between 

ego integrity and despair as •described by Erikson 

(1950). This scale was used by Boylin et. al. with 

a sample of elderly men in a study which supported 

their hypothesis that frequency of reminiscence 

would be positively related to ego integrity. 

The Rokeach Value Survey (1973) distinguishes 

between instrumental values (emphasizing ambition 

and capability) and terminal values (emphasizing 

accomplishment, freedom and happiness). It was 

considered that some current data on this instrument 

with young, middle-aged and elderly samples might be 

valuable in itself. It was also considered that the 

importance attributed to certain of the values 

(Wisdom and Inner Harmony) might usefully be related 

to "wisdom" as conceptualized in the present study. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD AND RESULTS 
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DESIGN 

The study consisted of several stages. 	In the 

first stage, elderly people were interviewed and 

asked very open-ended questions about what they had 

learned from life that made them wiser than when 

they were young adults. 

Responses given by more than one respondent were 

formulated into questionnaire items to be used in 

the second stage. 

In the second stage, this questionnaire was 

answered twice by another sample of elderly people, 

the second time with the instruction to answer it as 

they would have when they were about 20 years old. 

Stage 2, therefore, was a test of generality among 

elderly for each of the changes identified by two or 

more Stage 1 respondents. 

In Stage 3, those items which Stage 2 indicated 

to involve a recollected change between 20 years of 

age and old age were retained in a questionnaire to 

be given to young, middle-aged and elderly in a 

cross-sectional study. Some other items were 

retained out of interest. 	Anovas were performed on 

the individual items. 

The 	items 	which 	in Stage 2 had yielded 

significant differences between early adulthood (as 

recalled) and old age, (as well as one which was of 

theoretical importance and which yielded a highly 

significant difference in the cross-sectional Stage 
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3 study) were retained for analyses using full-scale 

scores, (i.e. summations over the 23 items). In 

this way the individual items and the overall 

"wisdom" scores were examined using, Anovas for 

cross-sectional age differences. Also in Stage 3, 

the Rokeach Value survey (1973) and the Baylin, 

Gordon and Nehrke (1976) Ego-integrity scale were 

administered. Scores on the latter and rankings of 

selected items on the former were correlated with 

overall "wisdom" scores to examine the content 

validity of the wisdom scale. 

In Stage 4, the questionnaire used in Stage 3 

was issued in pairs, and respondents were asked to 

complete the second copy two weeks later. 	The 23 

items comprising the final wisdom 	scale were 

selected and scores summed. The correlation between 

the two sets of scores was computed to determine the 

test-retest reliability of the "wisdom" scale. 
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STAGE 1  

METHOD 

Subjects  

12 males and 12 females of 65-94 years (mean age 

73.91 years, standard deviation 7.80 years) with an 

even balance of lower and middle class subjects in 

each sex. 

Socio-economic 	classification was determined 

from the most recent paid occupation or husband's 

most recent paid occupation according to the Broom 

and Jones (1969) classification. Categories 1 - 8 

(professional, managerial, clerical, farming and 

grazing) were included in the middle-class group. 

Categories 9 - 17 (skilled and unskilled manual 

workers such as shop assistants, labourers, miners, 

and drivers were included in the lower class group. 

The division is approximately a manual versus 

non-manual one. 

Subjects were drawn from old people's clubs 

("Senior Citizens" and "Golden Years") and from 

acquaintances of the experimenter's acquaintances. 

The latter source was useful for completing the 

middle-class component. All lived independently of 

nursing homes excepting one who had a flat attached 

to a nursing home and ate nursing home food, but was 

active and made frequent outings independently. 
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Procedure  

Subjects were told by the experimenter that he 

was interested in wisdom gained through life, and 

that he would like to know in what ways they are 

wiser than they were at about 20 years of age. They 

were told "I'm interested in knowing what things 

you've learned from your experiences since you were 

about 20 that make you wiser now. I'm going to ask 

what you've learned about some specific topics such 

as family, emotions and so on. There are fourteen 

topics, but if there are any other areas in which 

you believe you've gained wisdom, I would be very 

interested to hear". 	Specific areas suggested by 

theory and research to be important were: 	family, 

friends, money, emotions, humour, human nature, 

self, conformity, religion, morals, achievement, 

death, coping with problems, health. 

The experimenter wrote down any changes that 

were considered to involve wisdom and were perceived 

to have occurred since the early twenties. This 

method was generally satisfactory as there was a 

considerable amount of nostalgic detail. However, a 

tape-recorder was also used and was helpful for 

those who alluded to a considerable number of 

specific changes without so much general background. 

The summary sheet for each of the topics was 

examined by the experimenter and independently by an 

assistant, both of whom made notes of generalities 

before collaborating. Even if only two people 
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expressed the same change, this "generality" was 

noted. A concordance between two was considered 

acceptable because: 

(1) the task of immediately answering open-ended 

questions relating to a period at least forty-five 

years previous was probably not easy, and 

(2) the actual degree of generality would be 

determined in Stage 2. 

RESULTS  

The areas of perceived growth in wisdom for the 

various topics and the number of people indicating 

such changes are reported below. 

Family 

Less selfish 	 6 

Learned to handle children 	3 

Learned to relax with children 	2 

Friends  

Idealize and idolize friends less 	3 

Learned who are true friends 	2 

Money 

Less Important 	 2 

Emotions  

Better control 
	

8 

More tolerant 
	

8 
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Understand others better 	3 

Less worry 	 3 

Less envy, more contentment 	2 

Humour 

Learned to laugh at self 	4 

Use to reduce tension in situations 	3 

Developed dislike for cynical, 

hurtful humour 	2 

Human Nature  

Understand others better 	12 

More aware of vast inter-individual 

differences 	 7 

Pessimistic and disenchanted 	6 

Self  

More confidence 
	

6 

More accurate expectations 
	

4 

Conformity  

Used to be too conforming 
	

7 

Learned purpose of rules and 

co-operation 
	

4 

Religion  

Value ceremony less 
	

3 

Tolerate others' religions more 
	2 
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Morals  

More tolerant, less condemning 

and critical 

Consider circumstances more 

Achievement  

Goals are not as great in actuality 

as in anticipation 

Death 

See it more as natural part of life 	8 

Less fear 	 5 

Coping  

Learned to face up to problems 
	

3 

Learned to persist with problems 
	

3 

Health  

Value it more, don't take for 

granted 
	

10 

4 

2 

3 
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STAGE 2  

METHOD 

Subjects  

15 males and 15 females of 65-90 years (mean 

73.53 years, standard deviation 6.75 years) being 8 

lower class and 7 middle class in each sex category. 

Socio-economic class was determined as in Stage 1. 

Subjects were drawn from old people's clubs, and 

from 	acquaintances 	of 	the 	experimenter's 

acquaintances. 	All lived independently of nursing 

homes. 

Materials  

The areas of perceived growth in wisdom that had 

been identified by Stage 1 respondents were 

expressed as questions in a questionnaire with 48 

items. (See Appendix A). Half the items were 

phrased so that agreement indicated wisdom, as 

perceived by the elderly Stage 1 sample and half 

were phrased so that disagreement indicated 

perceived wisdom. For ideas which could be 

expressed in several quite different ways, several 

items were used. 

The 48-item questionnaire was stapled together 

in pairs. At the beginning of the second copy was 

an instruction "Now please answer the same questions 

as you would have when you were about 20". 
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Procedure  

Subjects 	were 	approached 	either by 	the 

experimenter or occasionally a common acquaintance. 

No mention was made of wisdom or learning from life. 

Subjects were simply told that the experimenter was 

interested in whether people change between young 

and late adulthood. Subjects were encouraged to 

take the questionnaires home to complete them, and 

to return them in envelopes provided by mail or via 

the organization or person through which/whom they 

were contacted. 

RESULTS  

Whether items expressed 'wise' or 	'unwise' 

ideas, they were scored so that a high score 

indicated wisdom as identified at Stage 1. A 

matched pairs t-test was then performed on each of 

the 48 items between the response for age 20 and the 

response for the present age. The results for the 

48 items are reported in appendix B. 

Following are the items which yielded a t-value 

significant at the 0.05 level or better. 

(2) 	I would hate people to think of me 	as 
unusual and odd. 

(5) If someone's behaviour is bad enough it's 
appropriate to condemn them regardless of 
the circumstances of their behaviour. 

(6) Wealth is not a worthwhile goal to strive 
for. 

(9) 	I feel I have enough confidence. 

(14) I feel very uncomfortable if 	I 	express 
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opinions different from those around me. 

(15) I have an accurate view of my capabilities. 

(16) I expect a lot from my friends. 

(17) I'm 	generally 	relaxed 	when 	supervising 
children. 

(18) I think about myself more often than about 
my family and others. 

(19) I don't regard money as very important. 

(20) I find some people very hard to put up with. 

(23) I can generally understand others and their 
actions. 

(24) I often envy others. 

(25) I find it hard to take jokes about myself. 

(26) I often think that I could be really happy 
if I achieved or had certain things. 

(27) When I think about my death, it just seems 
like a natural part of my life. 

(28) Health is the most valuable asset we have. 

(29) Rules are made for the good of society and 
should be respected. 

(30) Sometimes 	I 	lack 	the 	courage 	to say 
something I really should say. 

(31) •I don't think church services are important 

	

in religion. 	. 

(33) The differences between people are greater 
than the similarities. 

(36) The thought of my life coming to an end 
disturbs me. 

(37) I 	usually 	admire people of high social 
status. 

(38) In conflict situations, it's important to 
stick up for what one wants. 

(39) I feel that I understand children. 

(44) I generally take my health for granted. 

(46) My death seems like a real thing. 
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(48) I tend to look up to 	people 	who 	are 

well-dressed. 

The following items were significant at the 0.1 

level. 

(13) I often use humour to take tension from 
situations. 

(21) I sometimes become over emotional and regret 
it later. 

The only significant item which was not in the 

predicted direction was item number 2. 
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STAGE 3  

METHOD 

Subjects  

There were 143 subjects with a mean age of 47.64 

years and a standard deviation of 21.55 years, 

comprising three distinct age groups; young and 

middle and elderly. 

There were 42 young subjects (18-25 years, mean 

age 20.0 years, standard deviation 1.9), comprising 

10 or 11 in each of the four sex x social class 

categories. 	Some of the middle-class category were 

contacted 	through university where they were 

students. 	A small number of the lower class group 

were unemployed and were contacted through an 

organization co-ordinating part-time work. The 

remainder were approached through acquaintances of 

the experimenter. 

There were 53 middle aged subjects (40-55 years, 

mean age 46.51 years, standard deviation 4.38) 

comprising 11-15 in each of the four sex x social 

class categories. Subjects in the middle-aged group 

were all approached through a network of the 

experimenter's acquaintances. 

There were 48 elderly subjects (65-88 years, 

mean age 73.08 years, standard deviation 5.78 years) 

consisting of 12 in each of the 4 sex x social class 

categories. Subjects were approached through Senior 

Citizens' Clubs, retirement villages (where 
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residents cared for themselves independently), and 

through acquaintances of the experimenter. 

The use of a network of acquaintances was highly 

advantageous as such random sampling approaches as 

doorknocking and random telephoning are not the 

policy of the University of Tasmania. Yet clubs for 

young are predominantly related to specific 

recreational activities. Similarly clubs where 

middle aged might be sought (such as religious 

benevolent, recreational, and business clubs) might 

attract a group of considerable homogeneity on 

variables relevant to the present study. Further, 

at elderly people's clubs, middle class subjects 

were scarce. Hence the use of a network of the 

experimenter's acquaintances was highly valuable. 

Social class was determined according to the 

Broom and Jones categories, as in Stages 1 and 2. 

Materials  

Items which yielded significant t-values in 

Stage 2 were retained in a questionnaire for Stage 3 

with the following exceptions; Item 2 (on which the 

difference between the means was not in the 

predicted direction), and Items 28, 35, and 46 

(which had counterpart items expressing the same 

idea that were more highly significant). 

Items which did not yield significant t-values 

in Stage 2 were deleted with 	the 	following 

exceptions; 	Item 13 (which approached significance 
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at the 0.05 level), Items 21 and 32 (which were 

significant at the 0.1 level), and Items 8 and 34 

(which the experimenter believed on the basis of the 

Stage 1 interviews to be worth retaining out of 

interest for this portion of the study). 

The 	resulting 	30-item 	questionnaire 	(see 

Appendix C) was added to the Rokeach Value Survey 

(1973) (Form E) and the Ego Integrity versus Despair 

Scale devised by Boylin, Gordon and Nehrke (1976). 

(Items 31 - 40 in Appendix C). The 3-point response 

scale used by Boylin, Gordon and Nehrke was expanded 

to a 5-point scale; very often, often, sometimes, 

rarely, and very rarely. 

Procedure  

Subjects who asked about the purpose of the 

questionnaire were told the experimenter was 

interested in the attitudes and values of different 

age groups. Questionnaires were returned in 

envelopes provided via the mail or the organization 

or person through which/whom they were contacted. 

RESULTS  

Items were scored 1-5, some items being scored 

positively and some being scored negatively as in 

Stage 2. Anovas by Age were conducted, and nine 

items yielded significant F-values. 

A summary table of the Analyses of variance by 
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Age group on the 30 items selected for stage 3 may 

be seen in Appendix D. 

For the 9 items indicated by the Anovas to show 

a significant Age effect at the 0.05 level or less, 

t-tests were conducted on the 3 pair combinations 

possible with the three age groups. The means and 

t-values for these 9 items are shown in Appendix E. 

The 9 items and the age differences in response 

tendency are as follows: 

Item 2  Wealth is not a worthwhile goal to strive 

for. 

Elderly agreed with this item significantly more 

than both young and middle aged. 

Item 3  I rarely or never criticize others for their 

behaviour. 

Elderly agreed with this item significantly more 

than both young and middle-aged: 

Item 8  I expect a lot from my friends 

Young 	people 	agreed 	with this 	statement 

significantly more 	than 	both 	elderly 	and 

middle-aged. 

Item 10  I think about myself more often than about 

my family and others. 
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Young 	people 	agreed 	with 	this statement 

significantly more 	than 	both 	elderly 	and 

middle-aged. 

Item 11  I don't regard money as very important. 

Elderly agreed with this statement significantly 

more than both young and middle aged. 

Item 15 	I often envy others. 

Young agreed with this statement significantly more 

than both elderly and middle-aged. 

Item 17  I often think that I would be really happy 

if I achieved or had certain things. 

All 	comparisons were significant, indicating a 

consistent tendency for younger age groups to agree 

more than older age groups. 

Item 19  Rules are made for the good of society and 

should be respected. 

Both 	elderly and middle-aged agreed with this 

statement significantly more than young people. 

Item 22  If you trust people you'll rarely be 
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disappointed. 

All comparisons were significant 	indicating 	a 

consistent tendency for older age groups to agree 

more than younger age groups, (contrary to 

expectation). 

Inclusion of Items on Final Wisdom Scale  

Items 3, 5, 13, 22 and 24 were not significant at 

Stage 2 (when they were items 8, 13, 21, 32 and 34 

respectively). They were included for Stage 3 out 

of interest and because some approached significance 

at Stage 2. In Stage 3, Item 3 ("I rarely or never 

criticize others for their behaviour") was 

significant at the 0.01 level and was retained for 

the final wisdom scale. Item 22 ("If you trust 

people, you'll rarely be disappointed") was also 

significant at the 0.01 level, but in the opposite 

• direction to that predicted. This item and items 5, 

13, and 24 were not included in the 23 items 

comprising the final wisdom scale. 

Items 2, 9 and 18 were also omitted from the 

final 23 item scale because they had alternatives 

(items 11, 28 and 25 respectively). 

Hence of the 23 items used in the final widsom 

scale, item 3 (item 2 at the 23 item scale) was the 

only one which had not yielded a significant t-value 

in the retrospective Stage 2 analysis. The 23 items 
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included in the final wisdom scale are shown below. 

Asterisks indicate items for which scores are 

reversed. 

Final Wisdom Scale  

* 1 	If someone's behaviour is bad enough it's 
appropriate to condemn them regardless of 
the circumstances of their behaviour. 

	

2 	I rarely or never criticize others for their 
behaviour. 

	

3 	I feel I have enough confidence. 

* 4 	feel 	very uncomfortable if I express 
opinions different from those around me. 

	

5 	I have an accurate view of my capabilities. 

* 6 	I expect a lot from my friends. 

* 7 

	

	I think about myself more often than about 
my family and others. 

	

8 	I don't regard money as very important. 

* 9 	I find some people very hard to put up with. 

	

10 	I can generally understand others and their 
actions. 

	

*11 	I often envy others. 

	

*12 	I find it hard to take jokes about myself. 

	

*13 	I often think that I could be really happy 
if I achieved or had certain things. 

	

14 	Rules are made for the good of society and 
should be respected. 

	

*15 	Sometimes I 	lack 	the 	courage 	to 	say 
something I really should say. 

	

16 	I don't think church services are important 
in religion. 

	

17 	The differences between people are greater 
than the similarities. 

*18 	The thought of my life coming to an end 
disturbs me. 
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*19 	I usually admire people of 	high 	social 
status. 

*20 	In conflict situations, it's important to 
stick up for what one wants. 

21 	I feel that I understand children. 

*22 	I generally take my health for granted. 

*23 	I tend to look up to 	people 	who 	are 
well-dressed. 

"Wisdom" scores were then computed for all 

subjects using the final 23 items. 	Anoves were 

performed by Age, Sex and Social Class, and 2-way 

interactions to determine whether Wisdom scores 

would be biased by Sex or Social Class factors. 

Anova Summary Table of Wisdom Scores by Age, Sex and 

Social Class  

Independent Variable 	d.f. 	M.S. 	M.S. 	F 
between 	within 

Age 	2,140 460.531 53.332 8.635 	P<O- 01  

Sex 	1,141 	130.250 57.459 2.267 

Social Class 	1,141 146.438 60.893 2.108 

Age x Sex 	2,114 171.313 57.459 2.981 

Age x Social Class 	2,120 114.531 53.332 2.148 

Sex x Social Class 	1,128 	18.125 60.893 0.298 
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Only the Age 	comparison was 	significant, 

although the Age x Sex comparison approached 

significance at the 0.05 level. 

Wisdom Score Means by Age  

Means  

Young 	70.024 

Middle 	74.283 

Elderly 	76.375 

T-tests were conducted on the 3 age-group pairs. 

Results are: 

Comparison Groups df t _ P. 

Young, Middle 93 -3.603 <0.0005 

Middle, Elderly 99 -1.982 <0.05 

Young, Elderly 88 -5.369 <0.0005 

This 	finding 	together with the means 

indicates a consistent tendency for older age 

groups to have significantly higher wisdom 

scores, with the greatest differences being 

between young and others. 

Relationship between Wisdom and Ego-Integrity  

A Pearson's Product - Moment correlation 

was conducted to determine the correlation 
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between Wisdom scores and Ego-Integrity scores. 

This yielded an r of 0.591, (d.f. = 141, p < 

0.005). 

Item 5 of the Ego-Integrity scale ("I 

would not change my life if I lived it over") 

was omitted from subsequent calculations of 

	

ego-integrity scores because it was noted when 	Act 
-,0 

scoring data how often this item was answered 

in a manner incompatible with responses to 

other items. 	Presumably the "not" was a 

confusing ingredient. 

When 	the 	Pearson's 	Product-Moment 

correlation was calculated 	between Wisdom 

scores and the 9-item Ego-Integrity scores, a 

value of r equal to 0.614 was obtained (d.f. 

141, p < 0.005). 

Because the Ego-Integrity scale is most 

applicable to the elderly, a Pearson's 

Product-Moment Correlation was calculated for 

the Elderly Group between Wisdom scores and the 

9-item Ego-Integrity scores. This yielded a 

value of r equal to 0.662, (d.f. = 46, p < 

0.005). 

Rokeach Values  

The Frequency Tables for 	the Rokeach 

Terminal and Instrumental values (Appendices F 

and G respectively) indicate very strong 

agreement on ratings of some values. 
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"A 	World at Peace" was of very high 

importance, especially for the middle-aged and 

elderly. 

"Family Security" evidenced considerable 

age differences with 60% of elderly and 52% of 

middle-aged but only 19% of young people rating 

it in the top 3. 52% of young, but only 8% of 

middle-aged and 7% of elderly rated it in the 

lower half of the list (i.e. 10-18). 

"National 	Security" was of rather low 

importance. 	There were age differences with 

12% of young, 33% of middle-aged and 42% of 

elderly ratings it in the upper half (i.e. 

1-9). 

"Pleasure" 	was 	of 	moderately 	low 

importance, but age differences were evident 

with 45% of young, but only 19% of middle-aged 

and 16% of elderly rating it in the upper half. 

"Salvation" did not show a 	consistent 

trend, but rather a strongly polar tendency to 

be rated as either very important or very - 

unimportant. 	39% rated it as least or second 

least important, and 18% rated it as most or 

second most important. 

"Social 	Recognition" 	was of very low 

importance, the modal response being to rate it 

as Number 18. 

The modal response for "Obedient" by all 

age 	groups 	was to rate it as of least_ 
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importance of the instrumental values i.e. 

18th. 

There were differences in the value of 

"Responsible" with 37% of elderly, 19% of 

middle-aged and only 5% of young people rating 

it as of primary or secondary importance. 

Relationship between Wisdom Scores and Rokeach 

Value Ratings  

Two items of the Rokeach Value Survey (List 

A - terminal values) which seem particularly 

relevant to the study of wisdom are item 10 

(Inner Harmony) and item 18 (Wisdom). A 

Pearson's 	Product-Moment 	Correlation 	was 

calculated to determine the relationship 

between the importance ratings for each of 

these values and Wisdom scores. The results 

are 

Inner Harmony (freedom from inner conflict) 

= -0.243, 	d.f. 	= 135, 	p < 	0.005 

(one-tail) 

Wisdom (a mature understanding of life) 

= -0.202, 	d.f. 	= 135, 	p < 0.025 

(one-tail) 

These small negative correlations indicate 

a mild but significant tendency for high Wisdom 
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scorers 	to 	rate 	these 	values 	as high 

priorities. 
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STAGE 4  

RELIABILITY OF THE WISDOM SCALE 

METHOD  

Subjects  

10 males and 9 females aged 19-42 years 

(mean age = 28.47 years, standard deviation = 

6.26 years) who were acquaintances of the 

experimenter or of his acquaintances. 

Apparatus  

The 30-item questionnaire used in Stage 3 

(see Appendix C) was stapled together in pairs. 

Procedure  

	

Subjects 	were 	approached 	by 	the 

experimenter or a mutual acquaintance and were 

asked to complete the first questionnaire as 

soon as was convenient and the second copy two 

weeks after. Subjects who queried the need to 

do it twice were told it was to determine 

whether people change much over a short period 

of time in their responses. 

RESULTS  

The 23 items selected for the Wisdom scale 

at Stage 3 were selected, and the scores 
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summed. A Pearson's Product-Moment correlation 

was computed on the two sets of scores to 

determine the test-retest reliability. The 

result was r = 0.911, (d.f. = 17, p < 0.001). 



CHAPTER III  

DISCUSSION 
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Stage 1  

Many of the notions expressed by the elderly 

were concordant with past research, theoretical 

expectations and historical notions of wisdom. 

The increased value on health, decreased value 

on money and acceptance of death as a natural part 

of life were concordant with ancient oriental 

concepts of wisdom and with the findings of 

Shimonaka and Nakazato (1980). 

The reduced idealization and idolization of 

friends is also consistent with the findings of 

Shimonaka and Nakazato (1980). 

Conformity was an interesting and fruitful topic 

area which seemed to clarify some of the controversy 

in the literature about whether elderly are more or 

less conforming. While some of the interviewees 

considered that they had been too conforming, and 

some that they had not been sufficiently conforming, 

there was a distinction in the kinds of situation 

being contemplated. • Those who believed they had 

been too conforming were saying that they now had 

more courage to stand up for principles and that 

they weren't so concerned about conformity, whereas 

for young people it's important not to "stand out". 

One woman said she "used to copy everybody else" and 

"wasn't wise enough to do the unfashionable thing". 

Those who felt they had not been sufficiently 

conforming, had been more inclined to question and 

transgress rules when young. This group spoke of 
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"laws" and "rules". 	They seemed now to be better 

able to co-operate, and to be more concerned with 

smooth system running as observed by Birren (1969). 

There is perhaps in youth a greater pressure to 

conform to peers together with a tendency to 

question established rules and authority merely as a 

means of exerting power and elevating 

self-importance. Hence there were two different 

aspects of conformity, and in the questionnaire 

devised for Stages 2 and 3 "I feel very 

uncomfortable if I express opinions different from 

those around me" was scored negatively, while "Rules 

are made for the good of society and should be 

respected" was scored positively. 

The notion of improved emotional control was 

suggested by Birren (1980) to be a possible aspect 

of wisdom. This finding in Stage 1 is concordant 

with the findings of McRae (1982) but does not 

necessarily conflict with Neugarten's (1973) 

observations of "magical mastery" in the elderly. 

According to Clayton (1980), wisdom has 

historically been used with reference to a positive 

quality in the mature person. Indeed many of the 

findings, as expected, indicated changes towards 

more pleasant personality characteristics e.g. being 

less selfish, less envious, less critical, more 

tolerant, more compromising, more confident, more 

contented and more able to laugh at oneself. 

It will be recalled that McClelland (1973) 
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believed scores on a test of competencies should 

change as people grow in experience, wisdom and 

ability to perform effectively on the various tasks 

that life presents. In a technological, changing 

society, it might be expected that many of the 

lessons learned about life would relate to people, 

and might be regarded as components of "social 

intelligence". Learning to handle and relax with 

children, to understand others and their emotions 

and actions, to consider circumstances of others' 

behaviour, appreciation of vast inter-individual 

differences and realistic views of one's own 

capabilities appear valuable personal and 

interpersonal lessons to learn from one's passage 

through life. 
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Stage 2  

Stage 2 was similar to Stage 1 in that people 

presently over 65 were asked to describe themselves 

now, and when they were about 20 years of age. Both 

stages 1 and 2 might be described as retrospective. 

Of the 48 items answered twice by the 30 

subjects in Stage 2, 29 items were significant at 

the 0.05 level or less using a one-tailed t-test. 

Item 2 "I would hate people to think of me as 

unusual and odd" was significant at the 0.05 level 

but in the direction opposite to that predicted. 

People agreed with this item more strongly now than 

they would have when young adults. On reflection 

it became apparent that this item involved a 

considerable amount of extrapolation from the 

original interviewees' notion of conforming too much 

when young through uncertainty and sensitivity to 

the opinions of others. 

For the other 28 items yielding significant 

differences, the .findings offer a substantial 

indication of a general trend towards changes as 

expressed in these 28 items among the presently 

elderly population. 

Although there were 19 items which did not show 

significant differences and one which was 

significant in the "wrong" direction, because of the 

inclusion of alternative items for a number of 

ideas, only 8 actual ideas or aspects of wisdom 

failed to gain support at Stage 2. 
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The 8 aspects of wisdom gained according to some 

Stage 1 interviewees which were unsupported by the 

Stage 2 results are: 

(1) Being less critical of others. 

(2) Finding less pleasure in sarcastic humour 

(3) Moderating trust in others with caution 

(4) Tolerance of others' religions. 

(5) Using humour to reduce tension. 

(6) Increased emotional control. 

(7) Persisting with difficult problems 

(8) Idolizing friends less. 

The 	28 items which did appear to involve 

age-related change in Stage 2 analyses can be 

reduced to the following 16 components of perceived 

wisdom. 

(1) Valuing health more 

(2) Accepting death as a reality and natural part 

of life. 

(3) Increased confidence. 

(4) Increased ability to take jokes about oneself 

(5) Increased readiness to speak out and express a 

different opinion from others. 

(6) Expecting less from friends. 

(7) More understanding of children and ease about 

supervising them. 

(8) Increased awareness of inter-individual 

differences. 

(9) More understanding of others and their 

actions. 
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(10) More consideration for circumstances of 

others' behaviour. 

(11) Valuing money less. 

(12) Awareness that the acquisition and achievement 

of things does not bring the anticipated 

happiness. 

(13) Less envy of others. 

(14) Reduced admiration of high social status and 

well-dressed people. 

(15) More thought about others and/or less thought 

about oneself. 

(16) Increased respect for rules and awareness of 

their value to society. 

These results indicate the 	value of 	the 

open-ended question interview technique for gaining 

information and insight about a population. Gould 

(1972) had similar success in drawing general themes 

from interviews. It is also apparent that ideas 

expressed by a number as small as two people can be 

of general significance, as with the notions of 

reduced value for money and reduced envy of others 

(which were also highly significant at Stage 3). It 

is possible that some aspects of perceived wisdom 

mentioned by only one Stage 1 interviewee could have 

had general significance, but it would clearly be 

impractical to devise and distribute a questionnaire 

of the magnitude necessary to include every change 

mentioned by every interviewee. 

A degree of caution needs to be applied in 
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interpreting 	the Stage 2 results. 	While the 

comparison between what an elderly person now 

believes and what he/she seems to have believed at 

age 20 appears similar to longitudinal data, it 

certainly is not longitudinal. One must have 

reservations about assuming that the Stage 2 

respondents were able to accurately respond as they 

would have more than forty five years previously. 

There is the possibility that the task of 

answering a questionnaire twice, one time being as 

one would have at a younger age, presupposes a 

difference between the two ways of responding and 

that the task is therefore subject to demand 

characteristics. 	Any differences that emerge may 

then derive from common misremembering 	or 

reconstructing tendencies among the elderly which 

may be superimposed upon an experimentally induced 

"looking for" changes. 
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Stage 3  

The number of items which yielded significant 

age effects was low compared with the Stage 2 

results. 

It will be recalled that of the 30 items 

retained for Stage 3, 5 items (3, 5, 13, 22 and 24) 

had failed to yield significant results at Stage 2. 

Of these, 2 were significant at the 0.01 level in 

the Stage 3 analyses. These were items 3 and 22. 

The elderly agreed with Item 3 (I rarely or 

never criticize others for their behaviour) much 

more than either young or middle aged. This could 

be interpreted as a cohort change such that people 

who are presently old were never as inclined to 

criticize as succeeding generations. Interestingly 

the item was included in Stage 3 because 4 of the 

Stage 1 interviewees mentioned being less critical, 

and because it seemed related to other items 

indicating tolerance and understanding of others' 

behaviour, and consideration of the circumstances of 

others' behaviour; yet these other items (1, 12 and 

14) while significant at Stage 2 were not 

significant at Stage 3. 

The other item which had not been significant at 

Stage 2 but was significant at Stage 3 was item 22 

(If you trust people, you'll rarely be 

disappointed). 	There 	were 	highly significant 

differences between all age 	group 	comparisons 

indicating that contrary to prediction, successive 
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generations believed to a greater extent 	that 

trusting people would lead to disappointment. 	This 

item was included in Stage 3 because in Stage 1, 6 

of the 24 interviewees mentioned pessimism and 

disenchantment about human nature. Theoretically it 

was consistent with the notion of caution as 

described by Labouvie-Vief (1980), and with that of 

learning from experience, yet it was the one quality 

amongst all the others derived at Stage 1 which 

would not be a decidedly positive attribute in a 

personality. 

If indeed the present elderly population have 

experienced a change towards decreasing trust (and 

although non-significant at Stage 2, the means 

suggest a tendency of decreased trust since young 

adulthood), Stage 3 results indicate that the 

present young are even less trusting, and the middle 

aged are intermediate. A likely explanation would 

be that the increasing crime rate during this 

century has taught old people caution through their 

lifetime, but that young people have learned very 

early to be wary because of the media and their own 

experiences. 

The failure to find significant Age effects for 

many of the items at Stage 3 was quite unexpected. 

It is puzzling that such items as item 18 and item 

25 dealing with acceptance of death, and item 29 on 

the value of health which yielded such highly 

significant results at Stage 2, did not show 
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significant age effects in Stage 3. 	The fact that 

previous cross-sectional research such as that of 

Shimonaka and Nakazato (1980) found value of health 

and acceptance of death to be higher among the 

elderly adds to the enigma. 

• 	Similarly 	items 	related 	to 	confidence, 

tolerance, understanding of children and others, 

consideration 	for 	circumstances 	of 	others' 

behaviour, accepting jokes about oneself, accurate 

knowledge of own capabilities, courage to speak out, 

appreciation of inter-individual differences and 

willingness 	to 	compromise 	failed 	to 	yield 

significant age differences. _One might conjecture 

that perhaps young people are encouraged from an 

earlier age to speak out and thereby develop 

confidence. 	It 	is 	also 	possible 	that the 

pseudo-longitudinal approach of Stage 2 is a more 

sensitive method for detecting some age difference. ` 

For example; one may need to reach -a higher level of. 

understanding. - of others and their actions or of 

	

,one's own capabilities-, in order to realize how 	\ 

little one knew previously. Also the cautions noted 

_at. the • end of the discussion ofStage - 2 need to be 

Considered, i.e. the differences apparent at Stage 2 

may not have, been present in a trulY longitudinal 

study," 

Two 'particular areas of change which were 

significant 	at 	Stage 	were 	predictably 

non-Significant at Stage 3; 	These were admiration 
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of high-status and well-dressed people (Items 26 and 

30), and value of church services (Item 21) both of 

which showed the expected decline with age at Stage 

2. In view of the egalitarian and anti-religious 

influences of recent years, the lack of age effect 

in the cross-sectional Stage 3 study was 

predictable. 	• 3  

Items which yielded significant age differences 

in Stages 2 and 3 relate to decreased value of 

wealth, reduced belief that happiness will accompany 

achievement or acquisition of things, less envy, 

reduced expectations from friends, less thought 

about self and/or more thought about others, and 

increased respect for rules of society. For these 

areas one can be moderately confident that in our 

culture there are general changes with age. 

For the items which were significant at Stage 2, 

but not at Stage 3, there may still be lifelong 

changes in all cohorts, not just the presently 

elderly population. Some items may lack sensitivity 

except when answered in retrospect, as described 

earlier. However, even if there are cohort 

differences, developmental changes may still apply. 

For example even if the young people of today value 

health highly, they may value it even more highly in 

old age. 

Inclusion of items  

The criteria for inclusion of items among the 23 
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used in the computation of Wisdom scores are as 

follows. All items were derived at Stage 1, and 

items significant at either Stage 2 or Stage 3 were 

included in the final 23 (unless there was/were (an) 

alternative item(s) expressing the same idea in 

which case the more/most highly significant at Stage 

2 was used). In fact 22 of the 23 items were 

significant at Stage 2, and Item 3 "I rarely or 

never criticize others for their behaviour" was 

significant at Stage 3 but not at Stage 2. All the 

other 22 items were aspects of perceived wisdom 

showing significant age (as recalled) changes among 

the presently elderly population. For Item 3, 

general change was not supported at Stage 2, and a 

cross-sectional study was necessary to confirm 

age-related difference. The inclusion of item 3 in 

the final computation of wisdom scores might be 

viewed as debatable because of the failure to 

observe general age differences at Stage 2. 

Given that what is sought is a general entity 

that exists in all cultures and periods of history, 

one may also query the inclusion of items for the 

final scale for which significance at Stage 2 has 

been explained to be expected in the particular 
L.-- 

period of history through which the presently ■A/ 

elderly have lived; i.e. items relating to reduced 

emphasis on church services and reduced concern for 

social status.- The failure to observe significance 

at Stage 3 was supportive of the suggestion that 
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these changes were general societal and historical 

changes. 	It is beyond the scope of the present 

study, however, to reliably disentangle the 

time-specific and culture-specific aspects of wisdom 

from more pervasive ones. 

Anovas on Wisdom Scores  

The Anova by Age on Wisdom scores was 

significant at the 0.01 level. Although the means 

did not reveal huge differences, (with the elderly 

scoring about 9% higher than the young group, and 

the middle-aged scoring intermediately), this result 

was encouraging. Such a finding indicates that the 

elderly at Stage 1 had identified certain changes 

(which they considered aspects of wisdom) which when 

summed together in a cross-sectional study 

substantiate the notion of predicted age-related 

differences. 

A 	general 	entity 	unaffected 	by 	sex, 

social-class, historical, cultural and religious 

factors was being sought. The results of the Anovas 

on the total Wisdom scores indicate that there were 

no significant effects for sex, social class or 

their interactions with each other and with age. It 

was 	an encouraging finding that there was no 	/ 

consistent relationship between sex or social class 

and Wisdom generally. 
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Relationship between Wisdom and Ego-Integrity  

Erikson (1950, 1968) approached wisdom from a 

direction very different from that employed in the 

present study. Given the face validity of the 

Boylin, Gordon and Nehrke scale as a measure of 

Ego-Integrity, the high correlations between Wisdom 

scores and Ego-Integrity scores suggest that these 

two disparate approaches to the concept of wisdom 

have indeed overlapped considerably in their quests. 

Theoretically one might expect some relationship 

between the positive outcomes of old age as 

described by Erikson and as found in the present 

study; i.e., someone unblemished by disgust towards 

self and others, who has cared for things and 

people, adapted one-self to disappointments, 

accepted the circumstances of one's life, feels a 

comradeship with people of different pursuits 

concerned with human dignity and love, and who has 

accumulated knowledge, mature judgement and 

inclusive understanding might well be expected to 

display the positive characteristics of acquired 

wisdom as described by the elderly in the present 

study. Indeed many of the items and notions derived 

in the present study have counterparts in Erikson's 

theory e.g. tolerance and understanding of others, 

less criticism of others, thinking about family and 

others rather than about oneself, contentment rather 

than envy or the expectation that certain things 

would bring happiness, acceptance of death as a 
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natural part of life. 

One might not, however have expected such a high 

correlation over the whole sample as a number of 

items of the Ego Integrity scale appear quite 

inapplicable to the young. The finding offers 

support for Clayton's (1975) suggestion that the 

conflict or challenge focal to a particular stage is 

present at earlier and later stages. 

The item "I would not change my life if I lived 

it over" expresses a key element in ego integrity, 

and so it seems undesirable to omit it. In the 

Boylin, Gordon and Nehrke study this item correlated 

well with the ego-integrity scale generally. 

Presumably their method of reading items to the 

subjects and recording responses permitted greater 

clarity about whether subjects would like to change 

their lives if it was re-lived. 

Rokeach Values  

Rokeach value ratings were generally similar to 

those of the 1968 sample reported by Rokeach (1973). 

There were some interesting differences, however. 

In the present sample, "Family Security" was 

rated as considerably less important by the young 

than by the other age groups, with the elderly 

valuing it more than both the other age groups. In 

the 1968 sample reported by Rokeach (1973), "Family 

Security" was of its greatest value among the 30-39 

year age group and then declined steadily for older 
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age groups, with the elderly valuing it less than 

the young (20-29 years). While the difference 

between the responses of the elderly is not easily 

explicable, the 20 year mean age of the young group 

in the present sample and the fact that almost all 

were single are likely to be important contributors 

to the comparatively low priority of "Family 

Security" for the young in the present sample. 

Regarding the moderately low importance 	of 

"National Security" and its particularly low 

importance among the young, it seems likely that 

anti-nuclear and peace campaigns may have been more 

influential for the young because they are more 

idealistic, or because they are more malleable and 

have not lived through the same experiences (i.e. 

wars with local involvement) that may cause one to 

value arms and military strength. It is noteworthy 

that the elderly and middle-aged valued "A World at 

Peace" more highly than the young. 

The polarity effect evident in the "Salvation" 

ratings was also evident in the 1968 data when, 

however, the modal response was to rate it as of 

primary importance. While religious beliefs still 

polarize people, there appears to have been an 

overall diminution in the value of religion. 

The fact that the modal response for "Obedience" 

was to rate it as of least importance (i.e. 18th) 

indicates an even lower value on obedience than the 

1968 data. Possibly egalitarian sentiments of our 
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time and/or country have been influential. 

The age differences in response to "Responsible" 

were very interesting especially as the 1968 data 

showed the young group to rate it as of higher 

importance and the elderly groups (60-69 and 70+) to 

• rate it as of less importance than the intermediate 

age groups. As with "Family Security" the mean age 

of 20 for the young sample in the present study may 

be consequential (since they usually have to be 

responsible only for themselves), but the 

differences between responses of the two elderly 

samples is not easily explained. 

Relationship between Wisdom Scores and Rating of  

Selected Rokeach Values  

The "Wisdom (mature understanding of life)" 

value is of patent relevance in the present study. 

The "Inner Harmony (freedom from inner conflict)" 

value is also of importance according to Erikson's 

theory in which the wise person has accepted his or 

her life, and also according to traditional 

concepts, and is consistent with the notion of a 

moral development component. 

A high correlation between Wisdom scores and the 

ratings of Wisdom and Inner Harmony might not be 

expected because the Rokeach Value Survey instructs 

subjects to number values "in order of their 

importance to YOU as guiding principles in YOUR 

life". Wisdom might well be regarded as an 
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end-product more than a "guiding principle". 	The 

truly wise person with a concern for life and the 

world might well be expected to value "A World at 

Peace (free of war and 	conflict)", 	"Equality 

(brotherhood, equal opportunity for all)", and 

"Family Security (taking care of loved ones)" more 

highly than Wisdom (a mature understanding of life). 

Hence one might not expect a high correlation 

between Wisdom and ratings of such values as Wisdom 

and Inner Harmony. One might, however, expect some 

degree of correlation because there are several 

values that the wise person, according to tradition 

and theory, would clearly rate as unimportant, e.g. 

"A 	Comfortable Life (a prosperous life)", and 

"Social Recognition (respect, admiration). 	There 

are 	also 	several items which are neutral or 

uncertain in their relationship to wisdom. That a 

wise person would tend to rate Wisdom and Inner 

Harmony as of slightly more than middling importance 

as a guiding principle is therefore quite 

explicable. 

The 	mildness 	of 	these 	two 	significant 

correlations is therefore not a detractor from the 

potential validity of the Wisdom scale devised in 

the present study. These findings offer further 

albeit mild support for the suggestion that the 

scale is a measure of wisdom or a set of its 

attributes. 



Stage 4  

The test-retest reliability coefficient of 0.911 

was an encouraging indication that the scores do not 

fluctuate widely with transient mood changes or vary 

at random. Rather the indication is that some 

consistent entity is being measured. The 

conclusions, however, are limited by the small 

sample size. Also the applicability is limited by 

the average age of the sample (28.47 years), as it 

is possible that an older sample would not evidence 

such high consistency (although there is no reason 

to expect a difference in consistency for different 

age groups except that senile dementia would 

probably reduce the reliability of responses in a 

sample so affected). 

79 
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What has been measured?  

Because one can but guess about the reasons for 

lack of significance of items at Stage 3 which were 

' 	' significant 	at 	Stage 	2 	and 	because 	items 

non-significant at Stage 3 may still in a 

longitudinal study in 50 years reveal differences in 

the predicted direction (if such a study were to be 

conducted), it was not necessary for items to be 

significant at both Stages 2 and 3 in order to be 

included in the calculation of Wisdom scores. The 

ideas expressed in these items, therefore, are ones 

which some old people at Stage 1 believed were 

aspects of their acquired wisdom, and which were 

supported by significant age differences later in 

the study. 

-Regarding 	whether 	these 	ideas 	and items 

represent wisdom, it can be said that they appear to 

. represent wisdom acquired since early adulthood as 

perceived by the •  presently old population. 

Tradition and theory suggest that the elderly are 

the people most likely to have acquired wisdom. The 

relationship between "Wisdom" scores and 

Ego-Integrity scores fortifies the suggestion that 

what the "Wisdom" scale measures may indeed be 

wisdom or a set of its features. 

It is presently untenable that what is measured 

would be applicable in other cultures and other 

periods of history. Erikson's (1968) notion that 
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for most people a living tradition provides the 

essence of wisdom and Clayton's (1975) observations 

that tradition may be the one meaningful channel to 

permit the emergence of wisdom both imply that the 

isolation of a universally and eternally applicable 

concept of wisdom may not be an easy task. 

Problems in the Present Study  

The failure to observe significant age effects 

for many of the items (particularly those on value 

of health and acceptance of death in which age 

differences were certainly expected) was a 

disappointing outcome. Some people commented 

negatively about the response categories (very true, 

true, not sure, untrue, very untrue). Two noted 

that there are no degrees of truth and one suggested 

the use of chronological categories such as always, 

usually, sometimes, occasionally and never. It is 

possible that such an alteration in the response set 

could permit subtle differences to emerge at Stage 

3. Nevertheless significant age effects were 

abundant at Stage 2. 

Future Research  

As noted previously there can be no claim that 

what has been perceived and described as wisdom by 

the elderly sample used in this study would have the 

same significance in other cultures and historical 

periods. 
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The open-ended question interview approach used 

in the present study was successful in identifying 

areas of perceived positive change, and it would be 

very useful to observe what this approach would 

yield in other cultures. If a number of varied 

cultures were so studied, a comparison of the 

findings would be very fruitful. 



APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A 

STAGE 2 QUESTIONNAIRE  

Age 	 

Sex 

Most Recent Paid Occupation (or Husband's Most Recent 	Paid 	Occupation) 

\ 
For the following statements, please 
describes you or your opinion. 

tick the response which most accurately 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

. 	[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] I 	] [ 	 ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	] [ 	 ] I 	] I 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	 ] [ 	 ] I 	] I 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] I 	] I 	] I 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] I 	] I 	] I 	1 I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] I 	] [ 	 I I 	] I 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

 	I 	] [ 	] I 	] [ 	] I 	] 

1 	I'm never surprised by my abilities 

2 	I would hate people to think of me 
as unusual and odd 	 

3 Anyone who takes a human life does 
wrong 	  

4 	Regarding religion, the way a person 
leads his/her life generally is much 
more important than participation in 
church services etc. 	 

5 	If someone's behaviour is bad 
enough it's appropriate to 
condemn them regardless of the 
circumstances of their behaviour .... 

6 Wealth is not a worthwhile goal 
to strive for 	 

7 	I rarely compromise in 
disagreements 	 

8 I rarely or never criticize 
others for their behaviour 
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very 
true 
[ 	I 

very 

true 
[ 	11 

not 
sure 
[ 	I 

not 

untrue 
I 	I 

very 
untrue 

[ 	Ii 

very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] I 	7 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] I 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

10 People are genarally trustworthy .... 

11 I think many religions are stupid ... 

9 	I feel I have enough confidence 

12 I quite enjoy sarcasm in humour 

13 I often use humour to take 
tension from situations 

14 I feel very uncomfortable if I 
express opinions different from 
those around me 	 

15 I have an accurate view of my 
capabilities 	 

16 I expect a lot from my friends 

17 I'm generally relaxed when 
supervising children 	 

18 I think about myself more often 
than about my family and others 

19 I don't regard money as very 
important 	 

20 I find some people very hard 
to put up with 	 

 	1 	1 

very 
true 

1 	1 

true 

1 	1 

not 
sure 

I 	1 

untrue 

1 

very 
untrue 

I 	7 I 	7 1 	1 I 	1 1 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	] I 	7 I I 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I I 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	7 I I 	I I 	I I 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

I 	I I 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	] I 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

. 
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21 I sometimes become over-emotional 
and regret it later 	 

22 I don't worry much when things 
go wrong 	 

23 I can generally understand 
others and their actions 	 

24 I often envy others 

25 I find it hard to take jokes 
about myself 	 

26 I often think that I could be 
really happy if I achieved or 
had certain things   

27 When I think about my death, 
it just seems like a natural 
part of my life   

28 Health is the most valuable asset 
we have 	  

29 Rules are made for the good of 
society and should be respected 

30 Sometimes I lack the courage 
to say something I really 
should say 	 

31 I don't think church services 
are important in religion 	 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] ] [ 	] E 	7 [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

] 

very 

[ 	) I 	] 

not 

E II]  

very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	I I 	] I 	] [ 	I E 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

 	I 	] [ 	] I 	] [ 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	I I 	] I 	] E 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] E 	] E 	] E 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
E 	] E 	l [ 	] E 	] E 	] 

very - not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	] I 	] I 	] ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] 1 	] 1 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
E 	] E 	] E 	] E 	] E 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] I 	] [ 	] I 	) 
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32 If you trust people, you'll 
rarely be disappointed 	 

33 The differences between people 
are greater than the similarities ... 

34 Some important problems are so 
difficult one shouldn't waste 
time persisting with them   

35 I make an effort to take care of 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	I [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	I [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] [ 	1 [ 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

my health 

36 The thought of my life coming 
to an end disturbs me 	 

37 I usually admire people of high 
social status 	 

38 In conflict situations, it's 
important to stick up for what 

[ 	] [ 	] [ 	1 1 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
1 	I [ 	] I 	] I 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] I 	] I 	] I 	II 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

one wants 

40 I look up to my friends 

41 I often fail to control my emotions 

42 I feel more comfortable if I go 
along with others in dress, opinions 
and behaviour 	 

 	[ 	] 

very 
true 
[ 	] 

very 
true 

[ 	] 

true 
[ 	] 

true 

1 	1 

not 
sure 
I 1 

not 
sure 

1 	] 

untrue 
1 	] 

untrue 

I 	] 

very 
untrue 

I 	] 

very 
untrue 

 	[ 	] [ 	] I 	] [ 	] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

..[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] I 	] [ 	] ] ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	I [ 	I [ 	] [ [ 

39 I feel that I understand children ... 

43 I rarely laugh at myself or my 
mistakes 	 
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47 I can handle children quite well ... 

very 
true 
[ 	 I 

true 
[ 	 ] 

not 
sure 
[ 	 ] 

untrue 
[ 	 ] 

very 
untrue 

[ 	 ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	I [ 	 ] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] I 	] ] [ 	 ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	 ] I 	] I 	] I 	] I 	] 

44 I generally take my health for 
granted 	 

45 I admire people who achieve a lot 
in life 	  

46 My death seems like a real thing .... 

48 I tend to look up to people who 
are well-dressed 	 
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APPENDIX B 

T—VALUES FOR STAGE 2 QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS  

1 I'm never surprised by my abilities 1.188 d.f. = 28 

2 I would hate people to think of me 
as unusual and odd. 1.892 d.f. = 28 

3 Anyone who takes a human life does 
wrong. 1.653 d.f. = 28 

4 Regarding religion, the way a person 
leads his/her life generally is much 
more important than participation in 
church services etc. -0.902 d.f. = 29 

5 If someone's behaviour is bad 
enough it's appropriate to 
condemn them regardless of the 
circumstances of their behaviour. -3.473 **** d.f. . 27 

6 Wealth is not a worthwhile goal 
to strive for. -2.796 **** d.f. = 29 

I rarely compromise in disagreements 0.319 d.f. . 28 

8 I rarely or never criticize 
others for their behaviour. 0.328 d.f. = 29 

I feel I have enough confidence. -2.599 *** d.f. = 29 

10 People are generally trustworthy. -0.947 d.f. = 29 

11 I think many religions are stupid. -0.15 d.f. 	= 29 

12 I quite enjoy sarcasm in humour. 1.229 d.f. = 28 

* 
** 

significant at 0.05 
" 	0.025 

level 
te 

) 
) 

*** " 0.01 " ) one tailed t-test 
**** " 0.005 ) 

***** " 0.0005 " ) 
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13 I often use humour to take 
tension from situations. -1.663 d.f. = 29 

14 I feel very uncomfortable if I 
express opinions different from 
those around me. -3.179 **** d.f. = 28 

15 I have an accurate view of my 
capabilities. -3.832 ***** d.f. . 29 

16 I expect a lot from my friends. -3.618 **** d.f. = 29 

17 I'm generally relaxed when 
supervising children. -2.357 ** d.f. = 28 

18 I think about myself more often 
than about my family and others. -2.017 d.f. 	= 27 

19 I don't regard money as very 
important. -3.266 **** d.f. = 28 

20 I find some people very hard 
to put up with. -1.877 d.fe  . 28 

21 I sometimes become over-emotional 
and regret it later. -1.547 d.f. = 28 

22 I don't worry much when things 
go wrong 0.263 d,f. = 28 

23 I can generally understand 
others and their actions. -3.339 **** d.f. = 28 

24 I often envy others. -3.566 **** d.f. = 28 

* significant at 0.05 level ) 
** " 0.025 ) 

*** " 0.01 " ) one tailed t-test 
0.005 ) 

* * * * * " 0.0005 " ) 
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25 I find it hard to take jokes 
about myself. 

26 I often think that I could be 
really happy if I achieved or 
had certain things. 

27 When I think about my death, 
it just seems like a natural 
part of my life. 

28 Health is the most valuable asset 
we have. 

29 Rules are made for the good of 
society and should be respected. 

30 Sometimes I lack the courage 
to say something I really 
should say. 

31 I don't think church services 
are important in religion. 

32 If you trust people, you'll 
rarely be disappointed. 

33 The differences between people 
are greater than the similarities. 

34 Some important problems are so 
difficult one shouldn't waste 
time persisting with them. 

35 I make an effort to take care of 
my health. 

-3.819 ***** d.f. = 28 

-2.294 ** d.f. = 28 

-4.879 ***** d.f. . 27 

-2.822 **** d.f. = 28 

-3.136 **** d.f. = 28 

-1.797 d.f. 	= 28 

-1.839 d.f. = 28 

-1.361 d.f. = 28 

-1.982 d.f. = 27 

-1.126 d.f. = 28 

-3.213 d.f. = 28 

* significant at 0.05 level ) 
** n " 0.025 " ) 

0.01 " ) one tailed t-test 
**** ,, " 0.005 n ) 

0.0005 " ) 
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36 The thought of my life coming 
to an end disturbs me. -5.013 ***** d.f. = 29 

37 I usually admire people of high 
social status. -3.195 **** d.f. . 27 

38 In conflict situations, 	it's 
important to stick up for what 
one wants. -3.279 **** d.f. = 28 

39 I feel that I understand children. -4.076 ***** d.f. . 27 

40 I look up to my friends. -0.205 d.f. = 28 

41 I often fail to control my emotions. -1.0 d.f. = 29 

42 I feel more comfortable if I go 
along with others in dress, opinions 
and behaviour. -1.114 d.f. = 28 

43 I rarely laugh at myself or my 
mistakes. -0.655 d.f. = 27 

44 I generally take my health for 
granted. -3.340 **** d.f. = 29 

45 I admire people who achieve a lot 
in life. 0.854 d.f. = 29 

46 My death seems like a real thing. -3.915 ***** d.f. = 29 

47 I can handle children quite well. -1.270 d.f. = 28 

48 I tend to look up to people who 
are well-dressed. -3.195 **** d.f. = 29 

** 
* 	significant at 0.05 

II 	 " 	0.025 
level 
. 	) 

) 

0.01 " 	) one tailed t-test 
**** " 0.005 “ 	) 

0.0005 II 	
) 
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APPENDIX C  

STAGE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE  

Age 

Sex 

Most Recent Paid Occupation (or Husband's Most 	Recent Paid 	Occupation) 

For the following statements, please tick the response which most accurately 
describes you or your opinion. 

very 
true true 

not 
sure untrue 

very 
untrue 

[ 	] ] [ 	] I 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

 	[ 	] 

very 

	

true 	
 [ 	] 

[ 	] 

true 
[ 	] 

[ 

not 
sure 
[ 	] 

[ 	] 

untrue 
[ 	] 

[ 	] 

very 
untrue 

[ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
I 	I [ 	] [ 	] [ [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	I [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] [ 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

8 I expect a lot from my friends .... [ 	] 	[ 	] 	[ 	] 	[ ] 	1 

If someone's behaviour is bad 
enough it's appropriate to 
condemn them regardless of the 
circumstances of their behaviour .. 

2 Wealth is not a worthwhile goal 
to strive for 	 

3 I rarely or never criticize 
others for their behaviour 

4 I feel I have enough confidence 

1 

5 I often use humour to take 
tension from situations 	 

6 I feel very uncomfortable if I 
express opinions different from 
those around me   

7 I have an accurate view of my 
capabilities 	 
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very 
true true 

not 
sure untrue 

very 
untrue 

[ 	 ] [ 	 I [ [ [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	1 [ 	I [ 	 I [ 	 ] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	I [ [ 	 I [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	1 [ 	1 [ 	1 [ 	1 [ 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	I [ 	 I [ 	 7 [ 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
1 	1 1 	] [ 	1 1 	1 11 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	1 I 	1 [ 	] [ 	1 I 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

9 I'm generally relaxed when 
supervising Children 	 

19 Rules are made for the good of 
society and should be respected .. 

20 Sometimes I lack the courage 
to say something I really 
should say 	 [ 	1 	[ 	1 	[ 	] 	I 	] 	[ 	] 

10 I think about myself more often 
than about my family and others .. 

11 I don't regard money as very 
important 	 

12 I find some people very hard 
to put up with 	 

13 I sometimes become over-emotional 
and regret it later 	 

14 I can generally understand 
others and their actions 	 

15 I often envy others 

18 When I think about my death, 
it just seems like a natural 
part of my life   

17 I often think that I could be 
really happy if I achieved or 
had certain things   

16 I find it hard to take jokes 
about myself  	[ 

very 
true 
[ 	7 

true 
[ 	 7 

[ 

not 
sure 
[ 	 7 

untrue 
[ 	 7 

[ 

very 
untrue 

1 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] I 	] I 	] I 	7 [ 	 7 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] I 	1 [ 	] [ 	1 [ 	1 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 
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very 	not 	very 
21 I don't think church services 	true 	true 	sure 	untrue 	untrue 

are important in religion 	 [ ] 	[ ] 	[ ] 	[ 	[ 

very 	not 	very 
22 If you trust people, you'll 	true 	true 	sure 	untrue 	untrue 

rarely be disappointed 	 [ ] 

very 
23 The differences between people 	true 

are greater than the similarities..[ ] 

24 Some important problems are so 	very 
difficult one shouldn't waste 	true 
time persisting with them: 	[ ] 

very 
25 The thought of my life coming 	true 

to an end disturbs me 	 [ ] 

very 
26 I usually admire people of high 	true 

[ 	 ] [ 	 ] 

not 

[ 	 ] [ 	 ] 

very 
true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] 

not 

[ 	 1 [ 	 ] 

very 
true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] 

not 

[ 	] [ 	 ] 

very 
true sure untrue untrue 
[ 	] [ 	] 

not 

[ 	] [ 	 ] 

very 
true sure untrue untrue 

27 

28 

29 

30 

social status  	[ 	] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] [ 	 ] 

In conflict situations, 	it's 	very not very 
important to stick up for what 	true true sure untrue untrue 
one wants  	[ 	] I 	] I 	] [ 	 ] I 	] 

very not very 
true true sure untrue untrue 

I feel 	that I understand children..[ 	] [ 	] [ 	] 1 	1 1 

very not very 
I generally take my health for 	true true sure untrue untrue 
granted  	[ 	I I 	] 1 	1 1 	] [ 	 ] 

very not very 
I tend to look up to people who 	true true sure untrue untrue 
are well-dressed  	[ [ 	] I 	] I 	] I 	] 
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EGO-INTEGRITY SCALE 

For the folloing statements, please tick the response which most accurately 
describes how often they apply to you. 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

31 Life has been good 	 [ ] 	[ 	[ 	[ 	[ 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

32 I worry about getting old 	 [ ] 	] 	I ] 	I ] 	I ] 

very 	 very 
33 I am willing to take 	often often sometimes rarely rarely 

responsibility for my decisions ... [ 	] 	[ ] 	I ] 	I ] 	1 ] 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

34 I feel worthless 	 I 	] 	I ] 	I ] 	[ ] 	I 	] 

very 	 very 
35 I would not change my life if 	often often sometimes rarely rarely 

I lived it over 	 I 	] 	[ 	] 	] 	[ 	] 	[ 	] 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

36 I am discontented with life ........I 	] 	[ 	] 	I 	] 	[ 	] 	I] 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

37 I have reached my goals 	 I ] 	[ ] 	I ] 	1 ] 	1 ] 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

38 •Life is too short  	I 	] 	C 	] 	I 	] 	[ 	] 	C 	] 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

39 I accept myself the way I am 	 I 	] 	[ ] 	[ ] 	I ] 

very 	 very 
often often sometimes rarely rarely 

40 I think about my failures 	 [ 	[ ] 	I 1 	[ 1 	[ ] 

Please turn to next page• 



iAMlJTtoUS 
(Isotd-worlkhsg. aspiriag) 

BROADMINDED 
(opeteasiodod) 

CAPABLE 
(compatriot, offactive) 

CHEUIFUL 
(lighthearhot irspiv) 

CLEAN 
(twat, tidy) 

COURAGEOUS 
_ (standing up for your beliefs) 

FORGIVING 
(willing to pardon others) 

HELPFUL (wOrlang 
for the welfare of others) 

HONEST 
(sincere, truthful) 

IMAGINATIVE 
(daring, creative) 

INDEPENDENT 
(self-reliont, self-sufficiant) 

mnummm 
(intelligent, refledhlt) 

LOGICAL 
(consistent, rational) 

LOVING 
(affectionate, tender) 

- - 
OBEDIENT 

(dutiful, respectful) 

POUTE 
(courteous, well -enannotsm) 

RESPONSIBLE 
(dependable, reliable) 

SELF-CONTROLLED 
(restrained, self-dim' plissnal) 

r----A WORLD AT PEACE 	 fl 
(free of war and conflict) 

i 	A WORLD OF BEAUTY 
(beosity of nature and the arts) 

(--- EOUALITY (broth—er-hood.--  " 
- 	 -- 

1 

FAMILY SECURITY 
(toting core of loved Ones) 

FREEDOM 
(independence, free choice) 

HAPPINESS 
(contentedness) 

INNER HARMONY 
(freedom from inner conflict) 

— 
MATURE LOVE 

(sexual and spiritual (nfirmary) 
. 	_ 

r-  NATIONAL SECURITY 
(protection from attack) 

• PLEASURE 

(on •nioyable, leisurely :ifs) 

SALVATION 

(saved. eternal life) 

• SELF-RESPECT 
(self-esteem) 

; 	SOCIAL RECOGNITION 
(respect, admiration) 

	_j 

I 	TRUE FRIENDSHIP 
1 I 	1. 	(close companionship) 

--1 
I 	r----SV--ISDOtA 

I 	1 	L_ 	(.:, mature understanding of life) ; 

equal opportunity for oll) 
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ROKEACH VALUE SURVEY  

Below are TWO sets of 18 values listed in alphabetical order. 
Your task is to number them in order of their importance to YOU 
as guiding principles in YOUR life. 

Study LIST A  carefully and pick our the one value which is 
most important to you. Write "1" in the box to its left. 

Then pick out the value which is second most important for 
you. Write "2" to its left. Then do the same for each of the 
remaining values. The value which is least important is numbered 

Work slowly and think carefully. 	If you change your mind, 
feel free to change your answers. 	The end result should truly 
show how you really feel. 

When you have finished the words in LIST A,  proceed to LIST B 
and number them 1 - 18 similarly. 

LIST A 	 LIST B  
Number the words below 1-18 	Number the words below 1-18 

A COMFORTABLE LIFE 
(a prosperous life) 

I 	AN EXCITING LIFE 
(a stimulating, active life) 

C------A--SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT 
(lasting contribution) 
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APPENDIX D 

ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR STAGE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS 

Anova by Age Summary Information for 30-Items  

Item D.F. M.S. 
between 

M.S. 
within 

1 2,140 0.376 0.863 0.436 

2 2,140 4.383 1.306 3.357 * 

3 2,140 16.519 0.900 18.346 ** 

4 2,140 1.320 1.222 1.080 

5 2,140 0.564 0.799 0.707 

6 2,140 0.256 0.918 0.279 

7 2,140 1.032 0.808 1.278 

8 2,140 6.888 0.986 6.989 ** 

9 2,140 2.0 1.069 1.871 

10 2,140 6.566 0.965 6.802 ** 

11 2,140 6.313 0.925 6.827 ** 

12 2,140 0.717 0.937 0.765 

13 2,140 0.637 1.255 0.507 

14 2,140 0.392 0.565 0.694 

15 2,140 3.873 1.058 3.661 * 

16 2,140 1.425 1.054 1.352 

17 2,140 10.314 1.291 7.992 ** 

18 2,140 2.979 1.057 2.819 

19 2,140 •4.828 0.529 0.125 ** 



* 
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20 2,140 	1.055 1.278 0.825 

21 2,140 	0.826 1.250 0.660 

22 2,140 	16.562 1.036 15.987 * 

23 2,140 	0.295 0.926 0.318 

24 2,140 	2.25 0.912 2.467 

25 2,140 	0.089 1.531 0.058 

26 2,140 	0.916 1.108 0.826 

27 2,140 	1.0 0.917 1.094 

28 2,140 	2.081 1.107 1.880 

29 2,140 	1.148 1.341 0.856 

30 2,140 	0.551 1.261 0.437 

significant at 0.05 level 

** = "significant at 0.01 level 
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APPENDIX E 

MEANS AND T-VALUES FOR ITEMS YIELDING SIGNIFICANT AGE 

EFFECTS AT STAGE 3 

Item 2 Wealth is not a worthwhile goal to strive 

for. 

Means  

Young 	2.810 

Middle 	2.943 

Elderly 	3.396 

Comparison Groups 	df 	t 	2 _ 

Young, Middle 	93 	-0.599 	>0.05 

Middle, Elderly 	99 	-2.121 	<0.025 

Young, Elderly . 	- 88 	-2.573 	<0.01 
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Item 3 	I rarely or never criticize others for 

their behaviour. 

Means  

Young 	2.286 

Middle 	2.302 

Elderly 	3.313 

Comparison Groups df t 2 

Young, Middle 93 -0.081 >0.05 

Middle, Elderly 99 -5.197 <0.0005 

Young, Elderly 88 -4.994 <0.0005 

Item 8  I expect a lot from my friends 

Means  

Young 	3.071 

Middle 	3.528 

Elderly 	3.854 

Comparison Groups 	df 	t 	2 

Young, Middle 93 -2.221 <0.025 

Middle, Elderly 99 -1.548 >0.05 

Young, Elderly 88 -3.719 <0.0005 
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Item 10 I think about myself more often than about 

my family and others. 

Means  

Young 	3.143 

Middle 	3.717 

Elderly 	3.875 

Comparison Groups 	df 	t 	2 _ 

Young, Middle 93 -2.806 <0.005 

Middle, Elderly 99 -0.799 >0.05 

Young, Elderly 88 -3.498 <0.0005 

Item 11 	I don't regard money as very 

Means 

important. 

Young 2.333 

Middle 2.543 

Elderly 3.021 

Comparison Groups df t P 

Young, Middle 93 -0.591 >0.05 

Middle, Elderly 99 -2.903 <0.005 

Young, Elderly 88 -3.321 <0.005 
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Item 15 	I often envy others. 

Means  

Young 	3.024 

Middle 	3.528 

Elderly 	3.542 

Comparison Groups 	df 	t 	p 

Young, Middle 	93 	-2.403 	<0.01 

Middle, Elderly 	99 	-0.066 	>0.05 

Young, Elderly 	88 	-2.414 	<0.01 

Item 17 I often think that I would be really happy 

if I achieved or had certain things. 

Means  

Young 	2.357 

Middle 	2.792 

Elderly 	3.313 

Comparison Groups 	df 	t 	p 

Young, Middle 	93 	-1.955 	<0.05 

Middle, Elderly 	99 	-24463 	<0.01 

Young, Elderly 	88 	-4.207 	<0.0005 
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Item 19 Rules are made for the good of society and 

should be respected. 

Means  

Young 	3.762 

Middle 	4.151 

Elderly 	4.417 

Comparison Groups 	df 	t 	2 _ 

Young, Middle 93 -2.193 <0.025 

Middle, Elderly 99 -1.513 >0.05 

Young, Elderly 88 -3.581 <0.005 
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Item 22 If you trust people you'll rarely be 

disappointed. 

Means  

Young 	3.690 

Middle 	3.132 

Elderly 	2.479 

Comparison Groups df t _ 2 

Young, Middle 93 2.676 <0.005 

Middle, Elderly 99 3.249 <0.005 

Young, Elderly 88 5.678 <0.005 
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APPENDIX F  

Frequencies by Age for Rokeach Terminal Values  

A Comfortable Life 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 2 1 2 5 

2 2 0 2 4 

3 2 4 3 9 

4 3 1 1 

5 2 2 0 4 

6 1 2 2 5 

7 2 1 1 4 

8 3 0 3 6 

9 6 5 1 12 

10 3 2 2 7 

11 2 3 2 7 

12 2 1 0 3 

13 0 4 6 10 

14 1 7 2 10 

15 3 7 5 15 

16 3 5 5 13 

17 4 6 5 15 

18 1 1 1 3 

42 52 43 137 
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An Exciting Life 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 3 2 1 6 

2 1 0 0 1 

3 0 2 1 3 

4 1 1 0 2 

5 5 3 0 8 

6 3 2 0 5 

7 3 1 0 

8 6 1 1 8 

9 0 1 3 4 

10 2 6 3 11 

11 4 5 1 10 

12 1 4 3 8 

13 4 1 2 7 

14 5 1 6 12 

15 1 6 3 10 

16 1 7 7 15 

17 0 4 8 12 

18 2 5 4 11 

42 52 43 137 
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A Sense of Accomplishment 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 0 2 0 2 

2 1 3 4 8 

3 2 1 1 4 

4 2 5 1 8 

5 6 1 4 11 

6 2 3 2 7 

7 1 3 1 5 

8 0 4 4 8 

9 4 6 5 15 

10 4 4 4 12 

11 5 4 2 11 

12 3 1 4 8 

13 4 6 4 14 

14 2 1 4 

15 3 4 1 8 

16 0 2 3 5 

/7 3 2 2 7 

18 0 0 0 0 

42 52 43 137 
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A World at Peace 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 5 9 15 29 

2 3 8 4 15 

3 0 3 3 6 

4 4 4 1 9 

5 2 5 5 12 

6 3 2 1 6 

7 2 2 1 5 

8 1 3 1 5 

9 2 2 2 6 

10 5 6 2 13 

// 1 0 5 6 

12 3 1 0 4 

13 2 2 1 5 

14 2 1 0 3 

15 1 0 0 1 

16 3 3 0 6 

17 2 1 1 4 

18 1 0 1 2 

42 52 43 137 
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A World of Beauty 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 1 0 0 1 

2 1 4 1 6 

3 1 2 2 5 

4 2 0 1 3 

5 1 2 2 5 

6 1 2 3 6 

7 3 1 2 6 

8 1 4 2 7 

9 2 2 2 6 

10 3 3 1 7 

// 1 7 2 10 

12 3 6 1 10 

13 2 4 2 8 

14 5 7 8 20 

15 6 3 3 12 

16 4 •1• 2 7 

/7 3 1 3 7 

18 2 3 6 11 

42 52 43 137 
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Equality 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 1 2 0 3 

2 2 0 4 6 

3 2 1 1 

4 0 2 1 3 

5 0 3 0 3 

6 1 1 1 3 

7 2 2 2 6 

8 0 1 3 4 

3 4 4 11 

10 3 4 6 13 

11 3 2 3 8 

12 4 6 4 14 

13 3 2 3 8 

14 2 6 3 11 

15 4 9 3 16 

16 5 2 1 8 

17 4 3 4 11 

18 3 2 0 5 

42 52 43 137 
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Family Security 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 1 6 8 15 

2 3 7 7 17 

3 4 14 11 29 

4 2 5 3 10 

5 1 4 4 9 

6 4 6 4 14 

7 1 3 0 4 

8 1 3 5 

9 3 2 0 5 

/0 0 1 0 1 

11 5 0 2 7 

12 3 2 0 5 

/3 4 0 0 4 

14 4 0 0 4 

/5 2 0 0 2 

/6 1 1 1 3 

17 2 0 0 2 

18 1 1 

42 52 43 137 
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Freedom 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

	

1 	3 
	

4 	 0 	 7 

	

2 	5 
	

3 	 1 	 9 

	

3 	5 
	

3 	 1 	 9 

	

4 	4 
	

2 	 3 	 9 

	

5 	3 
	

1 	 1 	 5 

	

6 	2 
	

3 	 4 	 9 

	

7 	5 
	

4 	 8 	17 

	

8 	7 
	

7 	 4 	18 

	

9 	2 
	

5 	 2 	 9 

	

10 	2 
	

2 	 3 	 7 

	

11 	1 
	

2 	 1 	 4 

	

12 	1 
	

4 	 4 	 9 

	

13 	2 
	

4 	 2 	 8 

	

14 	0 
	

3 	 1 	 4 

	

15 	0 
	

1 	 3 	 4 

	

16 	0 
	

3 	 4 	 7 

	

17 	0 
	

1 	 0 	 1 

	

18 	0 
	

0 	 1 	 1 

42 	 52 	 43 	137 
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Happiness 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

6 

6 

3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

5 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

5 

4 

7 

4 

1 

3 

5 

5 

2 

1 

3 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

2 

7 

7 

6 

3 

1 

4 

2 

1 

2 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

13 

17 

17 

11 

6 

5 

10 

8 

6 

8 

4 

2 

3 

2 

1 

0 

0 

iH 

42 52 43 137 
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Inner Harmony 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

2 1 1 4 

2 6 4 6 16 

3 6 3 2 11 

4 1 8 3 12 

5 1 2 4 7 

6 3 	S 5 3 11 

7 5 3 3 11 

8 3 4 3 10 

9 1 1 3 5 

10 1 0 3 4 

1 1 1 3 4 8 

12 2 3 3 8 

13 1 4 0 5 

14 4 3 1 8 

/5 0 2 2 4 

/6 2 2 6 

/7 1 3 0 4 

18 2 1 0 3 

42 52 43 137 
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Mature Love 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

1 0 1 0 1 

2 2 2 1 5 

3 2 6 3 11 

4 2 5 2 9 

5 3 5 4 12 

6 5 2 2 9 

2 4 0 6 

3 4 1 8 

4 2 2 8 

10 3 2 2 7 

// 1 1 4 6 

12 2 3 8 

13 3 5 3 .  . . 11 

14 2 3 3 8 

15 2 8 

. 16...  

17 2 7 

18 6 

.42 52 43 137 
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National Security 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

1 

2 0 2 2 4 

3 1 0 1 

4 3 3 2 8 

5 0 1 2 3 

6 1 0 2 3 

7 1 6 5 12 

8 0 2 1 3 

9 0 2 4 6 

10 1 2 4 7 

11 0 5 1 6 

12 1 2 2 5 

13 6 5 2 13 

14 4 3 1 8 

15 4 5 8 17 

• 	16 5 5 3 13 

17 10 6 1 17 

18 6 2 3 11 

42 52 43 137 
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Pleasure 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 1 0 0 1 

3 3 1 0 4 

4 2 0 1 3 

5 3 1 1 5 

6 3 1 1 5 

7 3 4 1 8 

8 4 2 1 7 

9 0 1 2 3 

10 2 3 3 8 

11 4 5 4 13 

12 4 7 5 16 

13 4 9 17 

14 1 5 5 11 

15 4 3 3 10 

16 2 12 

17 1 6 3 10 

18 0 2 2 4 

42 52 43 137 
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Salvation 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 4 8 6 18 

2 1 2 2 5 

3 0 1 1 2 

4 1 0 1 2 

5 1 1 1 3 

6 2 1 1 4 

7 0 0 1 1 

8 0 1 0 1 

9 1 3 2 6 

/0 1 3 2 6 

11 1 2 0 3 

12 1 2 2 5 

13 2 2 2 6 

14 1 4 3 8 

15 4 2 1 7 

16 3 1 3 7 

17 1 7 2 10 

18 18 12 13 43 

42 52 43 137 
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Self-Respect 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

4 1 1 6 

2 1 6 5 12 

3' 3 2 5 10 

4 3 4 6 13 

5 3 6 3 12 

3 8 5 16 

7 0 6 5 11 

8 3 2 2 7 

9 -  6 2 4 12 

10 6 3 1 10 

11 1 2 3 6 

12 3 4 3 10 

13 1 1 0 2 

14 3 1 0 4 

15 0 1 0 1 

_16 1 2 0 3 

17 1 1 0 2 

18 0 0 0 0 

42 52 43 137 
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Social Recognition 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 0 o o o 
2 0 o o o 
3 1 o 0 1 

4 1 0 0 1 

5 0 0 0 0 

6 2 0 1 3 

7 1 0 1 2 

8 0 3 2 5 

9 2 0 0 2 

10 0 1 2 3 

11 1 3 0 4 

12 6 2 3 11 

13 2 2 5 9 

14 3 4 4 11 

15 3 6 14 

16 6 8 4 18 

17 8 8 8 24 

18 4 18 7 29 

42 52 43 137 
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True Friendship 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 2 0 0 2 

2 7 1 1 9 

3 4 2 0 6 

4 4 3 6 13 

5 6 5 4 15 

6 2 10 5 17 

7 4 5 6 15 

8 4 7 3 14 

9 2 4 3 9 

10 1 4 3 8 

11 2 3 3 8 

12 2 2 2 6 

13 0 1 0 1 

14 1 1 2 4 

15 1 3 1 5 

16 0 0 3 3 

17 0 0 0 0 

18 0 1 1 2 

42 52 43 137 
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Wisdom 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 2 7 4 13 

2 1 6 2 9 

3 1 3 2 6 

4 4 3 4 11 

5 4 6 2 12 

6 2 3 3 8 

7 6 4 4 14 

8 5 2 5 12 

9 3 5 2 10 

/0 3 4 2 9 

// 4 5 3 12 

12 0 1 2 3 

13 1 1 2 4 

14 1 1 2 4 

/5 1 0 1 2 

/6 1 1 1 3 

17 2 0 2 4 

/8 1 0 0 1 

42 52 43 137 
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APPENDIX G 

Frequencies by Age for Rokeach Instrumental Values 

Ambitious 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 1 2 0 3 

2 2 0 2 4 

3 2 1 1 4 

4 3 2 0 5 

5 0 1 0 1 

6 1 1 1 3 

7 1 4 1 6 

8 2 2 4 8 

9 2 1 3 6 

/0 5 1 2 8 

11 1 4 2 7 

12 5 4 0 9 

/3 2 5 0 7 

14 4 6 3 13 

15 3 0 4 7 

16 2 7 4 13 

17 1 5 7 13 

18 4 6 9 19 

41 52 43 136 
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Broadminded 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

1 3 2 4 9 

2 4 2 2 8 

3 3 1 2 6 

4 7 1 11 

5 2 2 2 6 

6 2 2 3 7 

7 2 1 3 6 

8 2 2 1 5 

9 2 3 4 9 

10 2 2 5 9 

11 2 4 2 8 

12 2 3 11 

13 0 0 5 5 

14 2 6 1 9 

15 4 6 2 12 

16 0 0 0 0 

17 0 2 1 3 

18 6 4 2 12 

41 52 43 136 
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Capable 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

1 4 1 1 6 

2 1 6 6 13 

3 1 7 3 11 

4 0 3 2 5 

5 2 6 4 12 

6 1 5 1 7 

7 2 4 1 7 

8 2 6 0 8 

9 2 3 4 9 

10 2 1 3 6 

11 9 1 6 16 

12 4 4 7 15 

13 1 1 1 3 

14 4 2 1 7 

/5 3 2 1 6 

16 0 0 1 1 

/7 2 0 0 2 

18 1 0 1 2 

41 52 43 136 
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Cheerful 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 2 4 1 7 

2 6 0 4 10 

3 0 2 3 5 

4 1 2 5 8 

5 6 1 2 9 

6 6 1 1 8 

7 2 5 2 9 

8 1 5 5 11 

9 7 3 4 14 

10 5 5 6 16 

11 1 3 1 5 

12 0 3 2 5 

/3 1 1 4 6 

14 1 0 4 5 

15 1 0 4 5 

/6 1 5 2 8 

/7 0 2 1 3 

18 0 1 1 2 

41 52 43 136 
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Clean 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 1 1 2 4 

2 1 0 4 5 

3 2 3 3 8 

4 1 1 4 

5 0 1 4 5 

6 3 2 3 8 

7 0 3 2 5 

8 1 2 2 5 

9 2 2 3 7 

10 3 2 2 7 

// 1 7 4 12 

12 2 3 2 7 

13 5 9 0 14 

14 3 3 1 7 

/5 0 5 2 7 

16 5 2 2 9 

17 5 3 1 9 

18 6 3 2 11 

41 52 43 136 
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Courageous 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 0 2 0 2 

2 0 5 • 1 6 

3 2 3 3 8 

4 3 2 2 

5 2 2 1 5 

6 1 1 3 5 

7 0 3 3 6 

8 5 1 1 7 

9 3 1 2 6 

10 2 8 4 14 

// 2 3 3 8 

12 1 6 2 9 

13 5 3 5 13 

14 4 5 2 11 

15 3 3 4 10 

16 2 0 3 5 

17 5 3 3 11 

18 1 1 1 3 

41 52 43 136 
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Forgiving 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 0 2 0 2 

2 2 4 1 7 

3 6 6 1 13 

4 1 1 8 10 

5 3 6 5 14 

6 1 6 4 11 

7 3 6 2 11 

8 5 2 7 14 

9 2 1 3 6 

10 2 1 1 4 

11 2 2 1 5 

12 3 6 0 9 

13 2 4 3 9 

14 1 0 0 1 

15 4 3 3 10 

16 1 1 2 4 

17 1 1 2 4 

18 2 0 0 2 

41 52 43 136 
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Helpful 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 1 1 2 4 

2 2 3 1 6 

3 3 4 3 10 

4 5 7 2 14 

5 4 4 6 14 

6 3 6 2 11 

7 1 5 3 9 

8 2 2 5 9 

9 0 4 2 6 

10 2 3 3 8 

11 3 1 3 7 

12 5 2 1 8 

13 3 4 3 10 

14 1 1 2 4 

/5 4 3 2 9 

/6 1 0 • 1 2 

/7 0 0 1 1 

18 1 2 1 4 

41 52 43 136 



132 

Honest 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 11 17 13 41 

2 9 5 5 19 

3 5 7 7 19 

4 3 3 4 10 

5 3 3 5 11 

6 2 7 4 13 

7 3 2 1 6 

8 1 3 1 5 

9 1 2 1 4 

/0 1 1 0 2 

11 1 2 1 4 

12 0 0 0 0 

13 0 0 0 0 

14 0 0 1 1 

15 1 0 0 1 

16 0 0 0 0 

17 0 0 0 0 

18 0 0 0 0 

41 52 43 136 



133 

Imaginative 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 3 2 0 5 

2 2 1 0 3 

3 1 0 0 1 

4 0 0 0 0 

5 0 2 1 3 

6 2 0 1 3 

7 6 2 0 8 

8 1 2 1 4 

9 3 1 1 5 

10 2 2 0 4 

11 5 5 1 11 

12 1 2 2 5 

13 3 3 6 12 

14 3 2 8 13 

15 1 4 5 10 

16 6 10 4 20 

17 1 7 6 14 

18 1 7 7 15 

41 52 43 136 



134 

Independent 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 3 0 2 5 

2 3 7 1 11 

3 3 2 2 7 

4 1 1 0 2 

5 2 3 2 7 

6 3 3 5 11 

7 3 2 5 10 

8 3 2 1 6 

9 3 1 3 7 

10 5 3 2 10 

11 0 4 5 9 

12 1 3 1 5 

13 2 4 1 7 

14 2 4 6 12 

15 3 4 3 10 

16 1 2 2 5 

17 2 3 1 6 

18 1 4 1 6 

41 52 43 136 



135 

Intellectual 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

1 0 0 1 1 

2 2 1 0 3 

3 0 0 2 2 

4 3 1 1 5 

5 2 1 1 4 

6 0 1 1 2 

7 2 5 0 7 

8 3 2 2 7 

9 1 4 3 8 

10 1 7 3 11 

11 5 1 1 7 

12 6 2 8 16 

13 3 2 6 11 

14 3 4 0 7 

15 1 6 5 12 

16 2 10 

17 5 5 2 12 

18 2 6 3 11 

41 52 43 136 



136 

Logical 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

1 0 1 0 1 

2 0 2 3 5 

3 1 4 1 6 

4 1 3 1 5 

5 3 3 1 7 

6 0 2 0 2 

7 3 3 2 8 

8 1 3 4 8 

9 4 5 2 11 

10 0 2 1 3 

11 1 4 3 8 

12 3 2 5 10 

13 3 3 5 11 

14 6 4 5 15 

15 4 2 2 8 

16 6 5 6 17 

17 3 2 2 7 

18 2 2 0 4 

41 52 43 136 



137 

Loving 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

/ 9 12 4 25 

2 5 5 5 15 

3 4 5 2 11 

4 3 4 5 12 

5 1 2 1 4 

6 3 3 4 10 

7 3 1 3 7 

8 2 3 3 8 

9 0 5 4 9 

/0 0 2 4 6 

11 0 2 1 3 

12 0 1 3 4 

13 2 0 0 2 

14 2 3 1 6 

/5 2 1 0 3 

16 1 2 4 

17 2 1 6 

18 1 0 0 1 

41 52 43 136 



138 

Obedient 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 o o o o 
2 o o o o 
3 o 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 

5 0 1 1 2 

6 1 0 0 1 

7 1 2 3 6 

8 0 2 2 4 

9 3 3 0 6 

10 3 3 0 6 

11 2 2 2 6 

12 0 1 1 2 

13 5 2 1 8 

14 1 4 6 11 

15 4 3 3 10 

16 5 6 4 15 

17 8 10 9 27 

18 8 13 11 32 

41 52 43 136 



139 

Polite 

Rankings Young Middle Old All 

1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 1 1 2 

3 3 0 4 7 

4 5 2 4 11 

5 2 3 4 9 

6 7 2 2 11 

7 2 0 5 7 

8 2 4 2 8 

9 0 7 0 7 

10 1 1 2 4 

// 2 2 3 7 

12 4 6 1 11 

13 1 5 4 10 

14 2 3 3 8 

15 3 3 3 9 

16 5 7 0 12 

17 1 5 5 11 

18 1 1 0 2 

41 52 43 136 



140 

Responsible 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 0 5 10 15 

2 2 5 6 13 

3 4 3 5 12 

4 5 6 5 16 

5 6 6 2 14 

6 5 5 2 12 

7 3 5 0 8 

8 4 5 2 11 

9 3 2 3 8 

10 4 3 0 7 

11 1 3 1 5 

12 0 1 2 3 

13 1 2 0 3 

14 1 1 2 4 

15 0 0 0 0 

•  16 1 0 1 2 

17 1 0 1 2 

18 0 0 1 1 

41 52 43 136 



141 

Self-Controlled 

Rankings 	Young 	Middle 	Old 	All 

/ 3 3 0 6 

2 0 1 5 6 

3 1 3 2 6 

4 3 4 2 9 

5 3 4 2 9 

6 0 5 6 11 

7 4 2 4 10 

8 4 4 0 8 

9 3 4 2 9 

/0 1 4 6 11 

11 3 4 1 8 

12 4 1 2 7 

/3 1 1 2 4 

14 1 1 1 3 

/5 1 2 4 7 

/6 2 4 2 8 

17 3 3 0 6 

18 4 2 2 8 

41 52 43 136 
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